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EDITOR’S NOTE

DELIVER IT &
DELIVERING
IT WELL

Here Comes the Sun installation for a party at Tel Aviv
Photo Courtesy of Yosi Mamia and Albert Lalamaiev

Dear Readers,
In this last quarter of 2017 issue of LAVA, we look at some of the line arrays
of loudspeakers chosen for new installations or refits that have become the
top select for Houses of Worship (HoW) in Asia and the West. We showcase
a few good size speakers (on page 60) that fit the room size dimensions
and volume, and how sound engineers work their ways around challenging
room designs. For LAVA, we are interested in how the reverberation time,
floor-to-ceiling reflections, including sound pressure management meet
the standards required for a particular venue. Especially Houses of Worship
with historical backgrounds had direct influence from the early-century
origins, of which marble and limestone were the substance of construction,
including stone for pillars that highlighted the primary characters of the
way HoW look and feel.
Adding to this, when a HoW decides to undergo an audio overhaul, modern
sound engineers access the sound distribution of resonances and ratio
within the enclosure as well as the distance needed for the energy of which
the speakers produce, followed by careful sourcing and applying the most
versatile soundproofing insulation materials to provide optimal audio
intelligibility required for the venue.
Across the globe, large-scale events like the 17th FINA World Championships
Budapest was an eye-opening experience. Guangzhou-based lighting
specialist added a sense of grandeur and jubilation to the sets with new
lighting concepts and design for the renowned aquatic sporting event (see
page 48).

Flipping to the Broadcast Technology section (see page 70), New York-based
software company, Kaltura, discussed in the Whitepaper about “Generation ‘I’
and the Future of TV” and some predictions for 2017. Japanese multinational
conglomerate corporation, Sony, has recently expanded its range of the 4K
HDR displays. We caught up with the Head of Sony Electronics Asia Pacific in
an interview to discuss all things related to the new 4K HDR panels and what
makes your TV viewing experience even better, including Sony’s plans from
2018 that is headed towards Cloud solutions (see page 38).
“Software will continue to replace hardware as TV moves to the Cloud. This
is a macro trend that continues to accelerate…" And then "with the launch
of 5G mobile networks, the networking functions will come from outside
the home, replacing the one last remaining box, the home router," said Dr
Shay David, Co-founder, President and GM Media and Telecom, Kaltura. This
means Cloud is fast becoming the next-gen service and considering the
future of TV lies in the Cloud.
We hope you will enjoy the latest issue of LAVA and next year will be our
magazine title’s 5th anniversary. We look forward to your support as we
continue to work at crafting more unique issues with designs that make an
impact, offering everything you need to know about Lighting and Staging,
Audio, Visual, ICT and Broadcast Technology for the broadcasting industry.
As the year is coming to an end, the team at Trade Link Media wishes our
partners and readers a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 2018!

The Tourism Technology Asia 2017 and Pro AVL Asia 2017 in July underlined
two special features curated for the trade fair: The Pro Arena and iExperience
of Tomorrow. The three stages of The Pro Arena highlighted the most
exciting showcase of entertainment technologies while iExperience looked
at how Smart technologies could be customised to suit the needs and
preferences based on guest profiles, for applications in areas such as Hotel
Guest Rooms and Meeting Rooms (see page 94).
Also, have you wondered how the rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
impacted Asia and its job market, and how countries are fostering AI
development in healthcare and finance services? Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) ranked first in the world according to the latest 2018
QS World University Rankings, has submitted a review on Asia’s Artificial
Intelligence (see page 68) with a mission to equip its audiences with the
intelligence to understand a world shaped by technology.
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Andrea Sim
Editor
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taputapu at universal ’ s volcano bay water theme park
Guests can make purchases throughout
the entire park with their TapuTapu
wearable, eliminating the need for cash,
credit cards or a wallet TapTu Snap/My
Universal Photo Access: Guests can take
advantage of special interactive photo
opportunities and selfie-spots throughout
the park as well as photo opportunities on
Volcano Bay’s attractions. Their wearable
will automatically sync those photos to their
account so that guests can view, share
and purchase them at their convenience.

Photo courtesy of Universal’s Volcano Bay Water Theme Park

Universal’s Volcano Bay Water Theme Park introduces the brand new TapuTapu
features – all designed to give guests more freedom as they enjoy the water theme park
entertainment experience, opened to guests on May 25.
Volcano Bay guests will use their TapuTapu wearable, which is included with admission,
to virtually wait in line for rides while enjoying other areas of the park – converting their
“queue” experience into a float down a peaceful, winding river or a quick bite to eat.
Their wearable will simply alert them when it’s time for their ride. Or, they can enjoy many
TapTu Play experiences throughout the park – triggering special effects like controlling
streams of water spurting from whales in Tot Tiki Reef, shooting water cannons at guests
snaking down Kopiko Wai Winding River, illuminating images in the volcano’s hidden
caves and more.

After renting their lockers, guests will
be able to access them with a touch
of their TapuTapu wearable. TapuTapu
is specifically designed for use within
Universal’s Volcano Bay. But the theme
park destination is also working to give its
guests more freedom and fun across all
its theme parks. Examples include: Race
Through New York Starring Jimmy Fallon,
the first attraction at Universal Studios
Florida to feature a Virtual Line experience.
Guests spend less time in line and more
time enjoying themselves across the theme
park. The virtual line system is accessible
via the Official Universal Orlando Resort
app or at kiosks outside the attraction
entrance.
www.universalorlando.com

getting ahead of the game
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA: The exclusive TDC Open House held at
TDC’s Alexandria Headquarters on Aug 2-4 enabled production
professionals to actually get their hands on ground-breaking
technologies.
TDC – Technical Direction Company was established in 1981,
providing video technology solutions for major events and
productions including, large scale building projections, TV Shows,
corporate events, exhibitions theatre, concert tours and outdoor
events.
The recent showcase by the brand illustrated how these new tools
could be used in future projects, and to peek at the latest tools
and technologies coming out of worldwide R&D labs.
“While we’ve always been known for using the latest video
technologies in innovative ways to realise our clients’ projects,
we’re now getting ahead of the game by developing and deploying
technology such as automation, motion tracking and real time
content generation that will be the future of live entertainment,”
said Michael Hassett, managing director at TDC.
The audience included many of Australia’s leading production
people from TV, corporate, theatre, artistic groups, graphics
houses along with eager students from NIDA and the Australian
Film & Television Institute.
These VIP guests had the opportunity to see some of the world’s
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Photo courtesy of TDC – Technical Direction Company

latest and best video technologies, with technology demoed by
TDC experts. using d3, Notch, TDC’s broadcast OB capability and
high resolution creative LED offerings, just to name a few.
The showcase concluded with a resident technical DJ and party!
www.tdc.com.au

www.Broadcast-Asia.com

26 - 28 June 2018
Suntec Singapore

CAPTURE THE FUTURE
Be part of Asia’s must-attend international event for the pro-audio, film, digital media
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glx - d advanced digital wireless
HONG KONG: Shure’s new suite of products and accessories
are the latest addition to the acclaimed GLX-D Digital Wireless
line, including the GLX-D Advanced Frequency Manager, rack
mount receiver system, remote antennas, and accessories. The
products can be used to outfit Houses of Worship, educational
institutions, auditoriums, or event venues with multiple wireless
system requirements.
GLX-D Advanced are packed with benefits from notable GLX-D
features, including exceptional digital audio, automatic frequency
management, and intelligent rechargeable batteries. Using the
new Frequency Manager, GLX-D Advanced users can seamlessly
and confidently operate up to nine simultaneous systems in typical
conditions (11 channels in optimal conditions).
With a new rack-mountable configuration, GLX-D Advanced
enables up to six GLXD4R receivers to be linked to a GLX-D
Advanced Frequency Manager through the RF ports. To simplify
installation, the Frequency Manager automatically assigns optimal
frequencies to all six receivers using patented data communication
through the existing RF cables. Linking two Frequency Managers
together enables the use of additional rack mount systems.
www.shureasia.com

Designed for easiest multi-system wireless experience

oceania regional award winners of 2017 announced

The 2017 InfoComm Oceania Regional Award winners

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA: InfoComm International, the trade
association representing the commercial audiovisual industry
worldwide, has announced the winners of five categories of its
2017 InfoComm Oceania Regional Awards held on the first show
day at Integrate expo in Melbourne.
InfoComm recognises outstanding AV professionals for their
achievements and commitments to the AV industry in the Oceania
region. The InfoComm regional awards committee named the
winners after thoroughly discussing nominations from across the
AV industry. The winner of the Volunteer of the Year Award was
selected by InfoComm staff.
The 2017 InfoComm Oceania Regional Award winners are:
Oceania Volunteer of the Year Award – Alec Graham, CTS-I,
CTS-D, The Citadel Group Limited
Oceania Young AV Professional Award – Ben Caswell, Knox
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Grammar School
Oceania Women in AV Award – Hannah Harris, Extron Australia
Oceania CTS Holder of the Year Award – Nathan Gardiner, CTS,
University of Canterbury, New Zealand
Oceania Distinguished Achievement Award – Reg Collins, CTS,
University of Technology Sydney (retired)
Jonathan Seller, Senior Director of Development Asia-Pacific at
InfoComm International said: “Behind each nominee and award
winner is a great story. Their passion, determination and leadership
inspire their peers and are examples of how the industry continues
to grow fast thanks to individual commitment and achievement. The
winners of this year’s awards are accomplished AV professionals
who each made significant contributions to help grow the industry
as a whole.”
www.infocomm.org

NEWS

illuminate lighting acquires hire operations of lighting productions
from basic dry hire to a full lighting control solution.
"Illuminate Lighting can now offer three of the leading console brands
in the industry – Avolites, Hog, and MA Lighting alongside all the
accompanying data distribution equipment," says Jonathan Pask,
founder of Illuminate Lighting. "There's a real synergy between our
two business inventories. This enables Illuminate Lighting to provide
everything from individual consoles to entire networked systems
tailored to an individual client's project or brief."
Pask and founder of Lighting Productions, Jonathan DawsonButterworth, both have extensive experience of lighting design on
tours, events, film and television. Such experience gives them a
unique insight into client's individual control system needs.

(L-R): Founder of Illuminate Lighting Jonathan Pask and Founder of
Lighting Productions, Jonathan Dawson-Butterworth.

UK: Entertainment lighting control system rental specialists,
Illuminate Lighting, has acquired the lighting control and data
distribution hire business of Lighting Productions with a mission
to expand the console brands they offer and the services the
company currently provides.
The combination of resources will allow an enhanced provision of
services to Illuminate Lighting's growing client list with everything

"The Illuminate Lighting team can deliver tailor made systems
combined with knowledgeable, experienced and friendly on-site
technical support," says Pask.
Based in Production Park in Wakefield, Illuminate Lighting offers
facilities to designers, programmers and operators for training
and previsualisation purposes. Clients and freelance designers
are welcome to use the facilities anytime for pre-programming
purposes or to familiarise themselves with the company's wide
range of rental control desks.
www.illuminatelighting.co.uk

bring big ideas to life.
d3 Designer is the ultimate software to visualise,
design, and sequence projects wherever you are.
Install and use d3 Designer as a powerful toolkit
for winning pitches, developing storyboards,
creating camera fly-throughs, testing technical
setups, and designing entire shows.
Download the trial now for free: d3technologies.com
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new york city ’ s intimate arka room dazzles with elation lighting

Small Room, Big Effects

MANHATTAN, NEW YORK CITY: After 16 years of business
operation, the rebranded Arka Room, located in the Washington
Heights area of upper Manhattan, has updated its design,
featuring a dynamic Elation Professional lighting system. “We
wanted to create an atmosphere that is unique to this space,” said
Tirso Pelaez, owner of Tirso Lighting, the design and integration
company responsible for the design makeover.
Arka Room’s small size required a compact moving light effect
and Pelaez found it in the Elation E Spot III™ LED moving head,
twelve of which are in the venue, primarily over the dance floor.
“Its brightness is a good match for the size of the room,” he says
of the 90W fixture which houses a cool white LED engine plus
dichroic colors and rotating-interchangeable gobos. “I consider it
a hybrid because not only can we get gobos and a nice sharp
spot, but it also has an iris and I can also frost it. It lets me go
from a nice broad wide wash to a very narrow pinpoint. I think it is
extremely versatile for the type of environment it is in.”
Lining the entire perimeter of the venue are Sniper 2R multi-effect
lights used to immerse partygoers in a quick moving barrage of
light. “When Elation came out with this hybrid scanner I was very
excited because of its versatility and speed,” Pelaez says of the
hybrid beam, scanner and laser simulator. “It was a missing tool in
our arsenal. It has punch and a good beam and can move really

fast. It also does very well during live performances to add to the
visual effects.”
Located at the back of the stage are compact ACL 360i™ LED
lights with a 4° beam and continuous 360-degree rotation that
can create a surprisingly full effect. Used as a static stage wash
are SixPar 200™ LED Par lights, which Pelaez says gives the right
amount of output for the space and are used to light the stage
from both an upstage and downstage position.
Pelaez used a combination of black reflective panels to create a
larger feel. “It's a small ceiling height, about 12 ft high, so we felt
adding a reflective surface would be a tremendous help, not only
to amplify the space but to amplify the lighting. The room also
houses high resolution LED video panels and other lighting.
Pelaez worked with Chris Tesoro of Elation rep firm Healy Sales
on the project. Roland Lantigua of Arka Room expresses his
satisfaction with the newly designed venue: “Reinventing yourself
is a key to sustained success; we knew that we had to step up
our lighting to keep the experience fresh for our customers and
to have them keep coming back, and that’s why we hired Tirso
Lighting.”
www.elationlighting.com

former train station back on track with
the new uniline compact system
LE THILLAY, FRANCE: D6 Bell Light transforms old Parisian train
station into a prestigious concert venue with the Uniline Compact,
APG’s revolutionary modular line array system. Located in the 18th
arrondissement of Paris, France the Hasard Ludique was born
from crowdfunding and is the new hottest cultural and musical
spot in the French capital.
French integrator and service provider D6 Bell has completed
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several projects in construction and renovation in the past, and
with its own design department, it is able to offer customised
solutions to each client and support them from the project’s
inception phase all the way to the recycling of old products.
D6 Bell Light sales manager Yael Laporte explains what the
challenges were: “The shallow depth between the front of the
stage and the back of the room (which measures less than 6m

NEWS

with an opening of 11m), meant that we
needed a compact yet powerful audio
system capable of providing a horizontal
opening of at least 100° in order to ensure
optimal coverage. The Uniline Compact
was the only system capable of helping us
reaching our sonic goals.”
With only four APG UC206W loudspeakers
as well as two TB215S subwoofers used
at the Hasard Ludique, this new concert
venue has all the coverage and power
needed. A fully digital system was set-up,
from the console to the amplifiers, using
Dante cards integrated in the APG DA15:4
amplifiers. The Uniline Compact from
APG has substantial advantages, such
as its reduced size, light weight, power
efficiency, horizontal and vertical coverage
and of course an exceptional stereo result.
www.apg.audio

APG Uniline Compact | Photo courtesy of Jean-Philippe Corre

christie delivered spectacular displays at ivr 2017
Pandoras Box media servers, Pandoras Box Manager and Widget
Designer. Titled “art + technology,” the real-time performance
art showpiece, presented in 4K resolution featured the works of
renowned Japanese artist Kashihara Shinpei, who specialised in
the traditional Japanese art form of “suiboku-ga” (ink painting).
Zone 2
The stunning 84-inch UHD interactive LCD flat panel was used
as a “Visualisation Centre” for viewing the contents “painted”
on the Mini Cooper for the interactive 3D projection mapping
art demonstration. Featuring UHD resolution (3840 x 2160),
10-point multi-touch capability, and 120Hz refresh update rate,
the FHQ842-T is designed for deployment in boardrooms and
meeting rooms, it is perfect for presenting complex, detailed data
for visualisation.

At Zone 2, a student from Musashino Art University performed live
“painting” using the UHD interactive LCD flat panel

TOKYO: Christie displayed industry-leading visual solutions at the
recent 25th 3D & Virtual Reality Expo (IVR), at Tokyo Big Sight,
Japan’s largest exhibition for 3D technology and high definition
image technology.
Christie’s captivating multi-zone display delivered engaging visual
experiences using its suite of products from projection to image
processing. The display highlighted Christie Japan’s years of
expertise in 3D visualisation for the automotive industry. Divided
into five zones, the Christie booth was set to fascinate visitors
with eye-catching projection mapping and integration “tool kit”
demonstrations that enabled direct content engagement and
interaction.
Zone 1
Real-time projection mapping art demonstration on a Mini Cooper
using 3DLP® projectors, with live content managed by Christie

Zone 3
Christie Captiva 3D system enables designers to make quicker
design decisions at a lower cost. Featuring the 1DLP® laser
phosphor ultra-short throw projector and Art Smarttrack system
to deliver an interactive large-screen, 3D system display, targeted
at designers and engineers to illustrate how concepts can become
reality.
Zone 4
The 1DLP® projector features laser phosphor illumination that
eliminates the need for lamp and filter replacements. The DHD555GS provides 20,000 hours of low-cost operation and is ideal for
locations such as boardrooms, higher education, smaller locationbased entertainment venues, and government.
Zone 5
Christie MicroTiles takes digital display technology to a new level.
Built on DLP® technology, it offers users the freedom to interact
and create stunning visual displays for users to showcase their
products.
www.christiedigital.com
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out board presents the timax immersion zone at plasa 2017
LONDON, UK: Out Board presented
all three of its premium entertainment
technology at the PLASA Show 2017,
which took place from Sep 17-19.
Show delegates had a closer view of the
TiMax spatial audio at the TiMax Immersion
Zone and TiMax SoundHub that took
attendees through a journey to experience
evolutionary
object-based
spatial
reinforcement techniques for live vocal,
instrument imaging and immersive audio.
They heard examples of object-rendered
vocal imaging and multi-dimensional
dynamic sound effects and music beds.
TiMax SoundHub VR playback, spatial
audio and show control variant were on
showcase to mark Out Board’s significant
move to support the fast-growing
demand for tightly-synchronised, lowlatency immersive audio in multimedia VR
content for the theme-park ride-car and
experiential-exhibit marketplaces.
The intuitive and dimensionally-aware
new StageSpace visual programming
interface for TiMax is fully-editable. The
adaptive spatial audio rendering resource
automatically
configures
delay-matrix
localisation objects for the evolutionary
TiMax SoundHub spatial audio processor,
and TiMax Tracker stage tracking
automation.
Out Board’s much in-demand RCX SMART
Remote for LV and DV Motor Controllers

T iMax StageSpace spatial objects auto-rendering at PLASA2017

were on show in 16, 32 and 64 versions on the stand of A.C. Entertainment Technologies
(E30). Its features included Ethercon interconnect, non-volatile group memories and
integral load cell system monitoring.
Out Board’s PAT & Cable test joint-venture associates Data Strategy was displayed on
the stand of SES Entertainment Services (K10) to demonstrate the PAT4 Test Processors,
CAB5 Cable Test and RCDT Test modules with their QC-Check PAT automation and
logging software, which is rapidly being adopted by an increasing number of premier
production rental companies and venues of all sizes.
www.outboard.co.uk | www.datastrategy.com | www.ripple-media.co.uk

harman steps up fight against counterfeiting with
worldwide law enforcement raids
BANGKOK, THAILAND AND RECIFE, BRAZIL: HARMAN
International, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics
focused on connected technologies for automotive, consumer
and enterprise markets, has announced recently that authorities
in Thailand and Brazil carried out a series of successful raids
against numerous retail outlets and warehouses selling counterfeit
HARMAN consumer and professional audio products.
In Thailand, authorities confiscated more than 250 counterfeit JBL
Professional products and 175 counterfeit dbx products from a
retail outlet and two related warehouses and assembling places
in Udon Thani. The fake products, including JBL Professional
speakers and multiple dbx products, were offered for sale through
an online website as well as a physical storefront.

HARMAN Counterfeit Enforcement
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In two additional raids in Phuket, authorities confiscated
approximately 130 counterfeit JBL Professional speakers from
10 shops. In Brazil, authorities confiscated more than 1,600 JBL

NEWS

consumer audio products, including portable Bluetooth speakers.
The raids followed more than one year of surveillance by a
specialised IP law firm hired by HARMAN to combat counterfeiting
worldwide.
“HARMAN is committed to protecting the integrity and image
of its brands, and will not hesitate to vigorously defend against
the unauthorised use of its name, designs and trademarks,” said
Jaakko Alajoki, Legal IP Specialist, HARMAN. “As demand for
our products continues to increase, we will continue to partner
and cooperate with investigators and law enforcement agencies
around the world to safeguard our intellectual property, and ensure
that consumers are protected from counterfeit products.”

Counterfeit goods often indirectly support factories that engage in
abusive labor practices, including the use of child and slave labor,
unsafe working conditions, excessive work hours, underpayment
of wages and poor environmental practices. Furthermore, studies
show that counterfeit sales are sometimes used to directly fund
organised crime groups and terrorist organisations.
To ensure consumers are purchasing a genuine HARMAN brand
and not a counterfeit, HARMAN encourages consumers to be
vigilant and only purchase products through authorised HARMAN
resellers.
http://news.harman.com/blog/buy-authentic-buy-safe

shure and milestone
speaker (20W), to provide premium visual
quality and sound reproduction during a
meeting. Paired with the Shure MXA310
Table Array Microphone, users can ensure
precise voice capture and clear audio of all
meeting participants, while the ANIUSBMATRIX Audio Network Interface easily
connects the microphone and routes audio
via USB to a laptop running a softwarebased conferencing application.
Medium-Size Meeting Room
The new Shure IntelliMix™ P300 Audio
Conferencing
Processor
provides
advanced DSP algorithms designed
for AV conferencing applications, and
simultaneously links up participants via
multiple platforms, including hard codec
VC, soft codec programs, as well as
mobile devices. Completing the AV setup,
a Vaddio RoboShot 12 HDMI HD PTZ
Camera with 12x optical zoom and 73°
wide horizontal field of view was installed
and connected to a VC codec to provide a
high quality visual and full width view of the
Boardroom.
The teams of Milestone, Shure, and their Hong Kong Distributor EduServe

HONG KONG: Manufacturer of premium audio solutions for AV conferencing, Shure,
has successfully co-hosted a Solutions Day with industry partner Milestone™ AV
Technologies, premier manufacturer of Vaddio™ audio visual solutions. The event
demonstrated ways to showcase audio solutions and AV conferencing requirements in
today’s business communications. Supported by local distributor EduServe, Solutions
Day was held recently at the Shure Experience Centre in Hong Kong.
“We are excited to organise this Solutions Day with Milestone, who complements our
offering by providing innovative HD PTZ camera and UCC solutions with its Vaddio
brand,” said Andy Wan, Director, Integrated Systems & Enterprise Sales at Shure in Asia.
The Experience Centre comprised three main areas: Huddle Room for small group
discussions, Medium-Size Meeting Room to showcase common AV conferencing
needs and Large Venue for audio and video solution for large multi-purpose rooms and
educational facilities.
Huddle Room
The 4-seat Huddle Room demonstrated the Vaddio ConferenceSHOT AV Conferencing
System, equipped with a HD PTZ Camera with 10X optical zoom and 74° wide horizontal
field of view supporting up to 1080p/60 resolution as well as integrated, powered

Large Venue
All attending integrators at the Shure x
Vaddio Solutions Day could also experience
a live demonstration of a complete audio/
video solution for large multi-purpose
rooms and educational facilities, which
comprised the Shure MXA910 Ceiling
Arrays as well as ULX-Digital Wireless
Systems paired with Vaddio’s RoboTRAK
Presenter Tracking System, RoboSHOT 20
UHD 4K Camera and PCC Premier Multiple
Cameras Controller.
Joseph Mak, Asia Pacific Sales Manager
of Milestone AV Technologies shared this:
“Both Milestone and Shure are key players
in the AV conferencing ecosystems,
and we are delighted to see how Vaddio
camera solutions are well-integrated with
Shure’s advanced audio systems to bring
exceptional conferencing experience to the
customers.”
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ayrton throws light on the chainsmokers memories … do not open tour

Photo courtesy of Danilo Lewis

Grammy Award-winning artist producer duo, The Chainsmokers,
aka Alex Pall and Drew Taggart, embarked on their first arena tour
earlier this year, visiting 36 cities across North America. The multifaceted show was designed and produced by Miguel Risueño, and
Corey Johnson of Production Club, Los Angeles, with a stunning
lighting design from Cory FitzGerald, and production management
by Clancy Silver.
Signature to the show’s design were 126 MagicPanel™ fixtures
from Ayrton, with 42 of the new MagicPanel™-FX and 84
MagicPanel™-R fixtures forming a dynamic, articulated ceiling of
light above the duo, and 18 Ayrton MagicDot™-R units fronting
their DJ booth.
Paris-based Ayrton is a specialist in developing intelligent LED light
products for Entertainment and Architectural applications. The tour
was in support of Memories…Do Not Open, the duo’s first studio

album which plays with the concept of a teenager’s ‘memory box’
in which a youngster might hide their precious objects – love letters,
tickets, photos etc. The pretext gave the designers the perfect
opportunity to explore the idea of using the box to create a stage
and to ‘open’ that box of memories for the audience.
Key to this mutable set was the dynamic ceiling of light which could
change the shape and appearance of the stage, and alternate
swiftly between the sections. It was composed of 6 independent,
automated overhead pods, with Ayrton MagicPanel™-FX and
Ayrton MagicPanel™-R units. Each pod was mobilised by SGPS/
ShowRig winches and capable of rotation in two axes, and also
moved up and down. Each pod also carried 21 MagicPanel fixtures
arranged in three rows: a central row of 7 MagicPanel-FX flanked
by a row of 7 MagicPanel-R units on each side.
www.ayrton.eu

x 4 bars star in ambitious production of eno ’ s the dream of gerontius
KARLSBAD, GERMANY: What was an idea initially was brought
to reality when 160 of GLP’s (German Light Products) awardwinning X4 Bars were used almost exclusively to create the mood
in the production set of Sir Edward Elgar’s The Dream of Gerontius.
Lighting designer Lucy Carter’s aim was “to map the emotions of
the music in order to give the audience a visceral sensation, with
all lighting textures complementary to the music”. The show was a
collaboration between the English National Opera, Royal Festival
Hall and BBC Singers.
GLP is a leading manufacturer of high-quality and innovative
lighting technology, giving designers around the globe eco-friendly
and energy-optimised spotlights without restrictions in creativity
or performance demands. These GLP fixtures formed the main
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component of the show, featuring full orchestra and chorus, as
the LD mapped every single pixel individually on an ETC EOS desk
— with programmer Jenny Kershaw setting up over 500 cues on
the console.
This exercise required not only major support from ETC’s Andy
Davies but also GLP’s Simon Barrett, who equipped all 160 fixtures
(including ten of the smaller Bar 10 battens) with the company’s
new 2-degree filter. Fitted as a diffuser on the front, this smoothed
out any possible colour shift when viewed at close range.
The stage set itself comprised a large outer tri-lined triangle of bars, set
at an angle of 10-degree from the mother truss, with a smaller triangle
in the middle, and a further three long X4 Bar 20 lines at the back.

NEWS

Introduced to ENO by artistic director Daniel Kramer, who had
been impressed with Carter’s exploration of light as a performance
in its own right in Sadler’s Well’s actor-free production of No Body,
she explained her rationale. “I researched the score and knew
I needed something that sculpted space. I had a lot of people
onstage and orchestra stands are not particularly beautiful –
therefore I needed to create another layer which would evoke the
journey with light emotion and light texture.”
She researched the best means of achieving this and after being
shown the versatile X4 Bars she sourced the lights from PRG, led
by Jon Cadbury, who have supplied both her and the ENO with
solutions in the past. “The Bars gave me the zoom possibility, with
a tight curtain of light, as well as the flood as a wash. On top of
that, the tilting was brilliant, as was the colour mixing.
“I had initially only wanted them to be white but suddenly I had a
whole tool box and great colour pallet.”
Carter also spoke to top theatre designer, Neil Austin, who has
worked closely with GLP solutions, and he suggested the 2-degree
filter, which he had been instrumental in designing.
“We use smoke effects to populate across the lights to produce a
continually moving organic feeling, with a lot of haze through the
whole rig. It was one ginormous pixel map and we needed a high
spec desk.”
Summing up, she said, “There were no issues with the colour
blending, the dimming or the tilt. Many LDs have told me how
brilliant these X4 Bars are and I can understand the huge demand.
I can’t wait to use them again.”
In addition to the GLP and ETC support, Cadbury also praised
the work of production electrician, Martin Chisnall, Ade Stead,
who was responsible for the truss structures, and Graham Moir,
technical manager at Royal Festival Hall. Lucy Carter’s design was
developed closely with the support of Adrian Plaut, her lighting
supervisor from ENO, and she also credits production manager
Matt Nodding from ENO for his assistance.

Photo courtesy of Richard Davies

tradefair provides unique support for british start - ups at ibc 2017
IBC 2017: Tradefair is launching a
new initiative in partnership with IBC, a
significant international convention for
broadcast and electronic media technology
in Amsterdam, from Sep 15 to 19. On
behalf of techUK and the UK Department
for International Trade (DIT), Tradefair is
hosting the NXTech Pod Zone, a pavilion
dedicated to businesses new to the market
and to IBC.
Situated in Hall 10, NXTech Pod Zone
will display the latest products, services
and technologies in electronic media.
The GREAT Britain & Northern Ireland
NXTech Pod Zone is supported by the
DIT which helps UK-based businesses
to ensure success in international
markets. It is sponsored by techUK, the
trade association for the UK technology
industry.

Exhibiting in the zone on stand 10.A42
are aQ Broadcast (newsrooms and
automation); Cinescope Ltd. (lenses and
lens refurbishment); OnFrame (streambased media processing); Salsa Sound Ltd.
(audio for live sports); Spectral Edge (video
processing and enhancement); StreamPunk
Media (open source media production) and
iQ Media Group Ltd. (live news).
Alongside this new initiative, Tradefair
is managing UK pavilions in many of the
event’s 15 exhibition halls, also under the
“GREAT Britain & Northern Ireland” banner.
More than 50 companies are taking
advantage of the practical and financial
support offered under this scheme.
“IBC was founded in the UK in 1967,
because at that time the country led the
world in innovation and excellence,”

said Mark Birchall, managing director
of Tradefair. “Today, 50 years on, the UK
still proudly boasts some of the most
advanced developers and manufacturers.
The missions we organise to events like
IBC ensure they have maximum visibility
on the world stage.”
Management of the entire programme,
including practical considerations such
as stand construction and shipping, is
by the specialist organisation Tradefair.
Each pavilion includes meeting space
and catering, ensuring exhibitors have
the facilities to do business as well as
demonstrate their technologies.
Tradefair has been managing UK pavilions
at IBC since 2002.
www.techUK.org | www.great.gov.uk
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westjet sets world records with 21 st birthday light effects
froze on a seat number whose lucky occupant won an array of
vacation-themed gifts.
As executed by Westbury National Show Systems Ltd. in Toronto,
the wheel produced over 4.5 million lumens of light in the night sky
and was visible from seven miles away. The wheel set Guinness
World Records for the largest circular projection (1 km of light) and
the greatest light output in a projected image.

Featuring Claypaky Mythos

When WestJet Airlines Ltd., Canada’s second-largest air carrier
and the number one international carrier into Las Vegas, wanted
to celebrate its 21st birthday, the company decided to go all out
and set some Guinness World Records in the process. WestJet
treated passengers on one of its Toronto-Las Vegas flights to a
massive light show in Utah’s Mojave Desert featuring 126 Mythos
fixtures.
Creative agency Rethink created a giant, ground-based spinning
wheel of lights with a prize-winning seat number revealed in the
centre. The lights would be seen from 12,000 feet in the air in
a 20-second fly-over by a scheduled WestJet flight. A flight
attendant would signal passengers to peer out the windows to
see the light wheel and the changing digits inside: The digits finally

Westbury Vice President Rob Sandolowich wanted to use Mythos
fixtures exclusively but he couldn’t find enough to complete the
array so he mixed 126 Mythos with another brand of moving-head
spots. In such a remote location the crew of some 40 people
spent a week trucking in all the supplies and setting up everything
required to make the light effects work.
Communication with the pilot via the light consoles enabled the
light effects to be triggered at just the right moment for optimal
viewing by a plane full of surprised and delighted passengers.
At Westbury Adrian Kent was responsible for the conceptual
drawing, Thomas Stehle the infrastructure and Jason Kew the
logistics; Andrew Cwierdzinski and Shawn Freeman were the
programmers. A.C.T Lighting is the exclusive distributor of
Claypaky products in North America.
www.claypaky.it

mdg atme gives perfect haze control for miss saigon
Miss Saigon, Messrs Boublil and Schönberg’s legendary musical
opened at the Curve, Leicester in July before making stops from
Birmingham Hippodrome to Ireland, to Wales, to Scotland and
back to England, culminating at Norwich Theatre Royal in Sep
2018.
The Lighting design is proposed by Bruno Poet and White Light
has purchased two MDG ATMe haze generators specifically for
the tour. “I have used MDG’s Atmosphere machine many times
before and love the fabulous haze they deliver,” said Poet. “The
new ATMe hazer appealed to me… the ATMe’s DMX/RDM control
and 0-100 percent variable output allows us to carry out that vital
fine tuning directly from the lighting console.”
The show’s setting of dingy nightclubs and war-zones in the dying
days of the Vietnam war requires endless supplies of atmosphereevoking smoke and haze, which are provided by a variety of
different generators.
Haze machines are equally important to bring out the best in
the lighting and Poet explains his choice for using ATMe for the
ambient cover: “It produces the best fine haze which allows the
beams of light to be seen without obscuring the action or set on
stage… The MDG machines are good for delivering a floor to
ceiling haze that means you see the full beams very cleanly, where
the others smoke and haze machines give denser looks where I
want to see the smoke swirling around in the beams.”
The two ATMe units are rigged either side of the fly floor, each
with a fan to help direct the haze onto stage. Poet adds that “Now
we have left the comfort of the West End and Broadway and are
touring the show… We will be dealing with very different venues
and slightly different locations for the machines in each and, of
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Miss Saigon Red Conception ‘The Engineer’
Photo courtesy of Johan Persson © Cameron Mackintosh Ltd

course, different atmospheric conditions on every stage. But the
ATMe has the advantage of fine control over the output which
gives us more flexibility to get the balance just right.”
Jedd Hamilton, Hire Manager at White Light says: “As a supplier,
we always work closely with lighting designers to ensure that we
supply exactly what they require for their productions, sourcing
particular fixtures where we need to.”
Since 1980, MDG manufactures fog and haze generators for
entertainment, industrial and military customers.
www.mdgfog.com
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osram ’ s led light glasses help prepare bmw motorsport team for races
BMW Motorsport used the biologically effective light from Osram
during the 24-hour race held on the Nürburgring in Germany,
from May 27-28. As a new official partner of BMW Motorsport,
Osram supplied the BMW Team Schnitzer with lighting solutions
for the long-established Nürburgring 24 Hours Race. This range
of solutions is designed to mobilise the energy of drivers and
engineers exactly when needed during the arduous 24-hour race
and help them sharpen their focus. The light comes in the form
of LED light glasses and special luminaires.
LED light glasses were used to help the drivers prepare for races.
The blue LED light prepared them for the competition by stimulating
the central nervous system. In addition, special luminaires were
installed in common rooms and the pit wall control centre for the
benefit of both drivers and engineers. The LED light glasses emit
light with a high blue component, helping to heighten and maintain
concentration levels even during the night session.

LED light glasses from OSRAM

timax spatial acoustics for europe ’ s largest natural stage
40-degrees, served predominantly vocal
localisation.
“If a singer sings in the zone in front of
one of the localisation speaker systems,
all the speakers in that cluster play with
zero delay. To the right of the zone, only
the speakers pointing right play delayed –
and the same to the left: only the speaker
pointing left is added and with this we try
to reduce 'wrong localisation' as much
as possible.” Werner explains. Out Board
director, Robin Whittaker, was on site
during setup to assist with aligning and
fine-tuning these spatial reinforcement and
acoustic ambience enhancement TiMax
objects.

Spatial acoustics graced the open-air stage of Austria’s St. Margarethen Quarry

Two TiMax SoundHub spatial audio processors specified by sound designer, Volker
Werner were used to grace the beautiful and imposing open-air stage of Austria’s St.
Margarethen Quarry for one of Verdi's most popular operas, Rigoletto.
St Margarethen Quarry is Europe’s largest natural stage, featuring 65m wide and 25m
deep and it is set in 7,000 sq m, with an audience capacity of 4,700. The aim was to
achieve accurate localisation of the singers for as many listeners as possible. Another
factor was that the stage had a huge 100-ton steel structure, the whole of which was
3D-mapped and projected on with 16 high-power projectors. Due to the open design,
there were very few possibilities to hide large speaker systems.
Adding a further level of complexity and challenge to the spatial reinforcement system’s
design was the movement of the loudspeakers on stage. Speaker cabinets were
integrated into the scenic structures which adorned the stage and as these scenery
elements were moved at scene changes – and in some cases during the performance,
the audio mapping had to change accordingly.
Approximately 60 speakers served the stage. Twelve front fills in ‘cross-fire’ pairs, as well
as a further 25 speakers in crossfire pairs or triplets, all with a narrow coverage of around

The remainder of the speakers reinforced
the orchestra and provided enhanced
coverage for the back rows of the
auditorium. Four line-array systems, in
conjunction with the front fill systems,
served the orchestra reinforcement. A
further two line-array systems delayed to
the zones and reduced by 3-4dB enhance
coverage to the back of the audience.
At the core of the St Margarethen audio
system were two TiMax2 Soundhub-S48
spatial processor units in a redundant
setup, with Dante connections from a
Studer Vista 5 SR FOH console.
Loudspeakers were a mix of d&b for onstage and delays, powered by D12 and
D80 amplifiers and remote-controlled on
an R1 network, whilst surrounds were
provided via multiple Bose weatherresistant enclosures.
www.outboard.co.uk
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dlive and me managed malaysian tv music show
KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA: Allen &
Heath’s dLive S Class and ME personal
monitoring systems were selected for
the live broadcast of an annual national
music competition in Malaysia. Established
in 1986, the event was organised and
broadcast by Malaysia’s TV3 channel, held
at the Putra World Trade Centre in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
MJ Events was the PA company
appointed for the show, and selected the
flagship dLive S7000 Surface with DM64
MixRack together with three S5000 and
DM48 systems to manage the FOH and
monitoring mix.
A Waves 3 network card was used for multitrack recording of the 128 channels at 96
khz. Four GigaAce cards were used to split
the 128 channels for easy manipulation,
and the split enabled the sound engineer
to operate the system as two boards, with
one board responsible for the orchestra
mix and the other handling vocals.

dLives at the AJL event

Additionally, a ME personal monitoring system, comprising two daisy-chained ME-U hubs
running 16 ME-1 mixers, provided personal monitoring for the musicians. All the mics,
FOH sound system, monitor sound system and in-ears were patched through the dLive
system.
www.allen-heath.com

d3 technologies strengthens global sales team
with promotion and new hires
To further support the region, Krzysztof Grabowki comes to d3
from the exceptional sales partner Prolight in Poland. He will join
the technical sales team as Technical Sales Specialist, working
with Peter Kirkup. This will offer the community a greater resource
and diverse skillset amongst the EMEA team.
In the Americas, Marcus Bengtsson and Anthony McIntyre have
come on board the New York sales team as Technical Sales
Managers joining Hans Beijer. Marcus spent eight years as
International Sales Manager, Technical Sales Manager and Senior
R&D Engineer with LumenRadio AB. Previously he was a Software
Developer with Ericsson AB and has worked his way up from
stage hand to Head Video Technician during an eight-year career
with Ringling Bros Circus/Feld Entertainment.

d3 Technologies’ global sales team

LONDON, UK: d3 Technologies has recently announced the
expansion of its global sales team with new appointments for the
EMEA, APAC and Americas regions.
Sarah Cox, who joined d3 Technologies in July 2014, has been
promoted to Sales Director of the EMEA region. In her new role,
Sarah will continue to push d3 into new verticals and markets
across the EMEA region while helping to shape the future product
range and the direction of growth.
Eloise Reed was formerly Business Development Manager and
Project Sales Manager at Martin Professional, where she spent
six years working with a range of clients and projects globally.
Reed will support Cox, who has come on board as Sales Manager
EMEA.
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Last fall, to meet the growing demand for d3 products and to
better serve customers in the APAC region, Stephen Tsui was
named Regional Sales Manager and Kevin Li Technical Sales
Manager. Stephen has 19 years of sales experience in the telecom
and media spaces. Kevin has been involved with d3 since 2008;
prior to that time, he worked for LED Artist (Teddy Lo Studios), a
d3 Studio partner in Hong Kong, and was part of the UVA Nike
team in China.
Fernando Kufer, d3’s General Manager, adds, “we are delighted
to have the new members on board and to see Sarah become
our Sales Director EMEA. Each region has seen strong growth
over the past few years, breaking into new countries and verticals.
We now have a growing network of over a hundred rental and
sales partners, d3 studios and certified solution providers. With
the ever-growing community, we hope that the bigger teams will
help meet the demand of each region.”
www.d3technologies.com
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recent investments of additional av stumpfl raw media servers
WALLERN, AUSTRIA: vision tools, the
Hamburg based AV rental and distribution
company, recently invested in additional AV
Stumpfl RAW media servers for the second
time in 2017.
With a total of ten RAW servers, vision
tools has become Germany’s leading
rental provider of the award winning media
servers, that were specifically developed
for uncompressed playback scenarios.
RAW servers have become increasingly
popular over the last year, due to their
powerful hardware performance. The media
servers are available in different versions,
depending on individual performance
requirements.
Uncompressed 4K content, high frame
rate videos with 120 fps or even content
with a 12-bit colour depth can be handled
by the AV Stumpfl RAW servers.
vision tools Managing Director Stephan
Schlüter explains the reasons for the latest
investment: “The demand for RAW servers
has been growing and the feedback from
our customers has been very positive. As
an investment, the three channel RAW
versions are both very powerful in terms of
performance and also cost effective.”

vision tools expands RAW server rental fleet

AV Stumpfl’s Global Business Development Manager Horst Damoser comments on the
relationship between the two companies: “AV Stumpfl and vision tools have worked very
closely with one another for many years now. We are very excited that vision tools have
decided to expand their RAW server rental fleet a second time this year, due to the
increased demand.”
In addition to their HQ in Hamburg, vision tools also maintains branch offices in
Amsterdam, Frankfurt and Munich.
www.avstumpfl.com

pretoria rhapsody
perspective, we needed high fidelity audio
and control throughout the different areas
of the restaurant. The Powersoft Ottocanali
DSP was the ultimate all-in-one solution
for the job,” said the company’s Product
Manager, Ruan Joubert.

Powersoft and EAW in Rhapsodies, Pretoria

FLORENCE, ITALY: Patrons to Rhapsody’s Group bar and restaurant franchise in
Hatfield, Pretoria can expect a new audio experience. It is the first installation project and
Surgesound specified a single Powersoft Ottocanali 4K4 DSP+Dante amplifier to power a
total of eight EAW SMS5 loudspeakers divided into four areas inside the main restaurant
area.
The operators were looking for a system to support standard playback of background
music and televised sport, and a low-key DJ setup or one-man-band plug-in. Surgesound
responded by supplying three auxiliary plug-in points. The client wanted peace of mind
that the new system would not only sound great and be protected, but also comply
with sound regulations affecting the nearby residential area. “From a system design

The Ottocanali 4K4 DSP+D offers a wide
range of system control and monitoring
functions as well as sound shaping options,
a total of 4,000W output power at 4 ohms
over 8 channels for lo-Z or distributed line
systems. And with two redundant Dante
digital streams, the Ottocanali 4K4 DSP+D
will fit any venue as ‘stand-alone’ unit,
making it ideal for multi-zone applications
such as this.
In Pretoria, in addition to the SMS5,
including two 10-inch loudspeakers
installed in the Mezzanine / Smoking
area, three EAW SMS4 loudspeakers are
installed in two outside areas. An FBT
MMZ8004s Zone Control unit provides
the client with an uncomplicated signal
management solution.
www.powersoft-audio.com
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switchable glass paves the future of car showrooms
UK: Car showrooms are conventionally
very stylish places - the open spaces,
the clinical, ‘new car’ smells, the classy
fixtures and the interior design. A lot of
time and effort goes into making this a
premium environment. Switchable glass
compliments car showrooms perfectly,
and indeed Intelligent Glass, the UK-based
industry leading supplier of switchable
glass, has an illustrious and successful
history with premium car showrooms and
manufacturers. They have been called
upon to help promote some of the world’s
most luxurious cars, working with notable
brands such as Rolls Royce, Jaguar Land
Rover and Mercedes.
Switchable glass serves as an ideal
solution to a number of requirements car
showrooms may have, from car displays
to product launches, Intelligent Glass
offers a wide array of potential solutions
that could serve general or specific needs.
What makes switchable glass so special is
its use of PDLC technology to offer users
instant, controllable privacy at the press
of a button. The glass changes state from
frosted to clear, transforming it into a rear
projection capable privacy screen, partition
or even window.
Recent applications have seen switchable
technology used to merchandise new
launches, notably Jaguar Land Rover, who

New Jaguar F-Type debuts with PDLC Technology

used it to launch the F-Type, and Rolls Royce, who used it to launch the Dawn. By
combing switchable technology with a projection application, you can use two of the
most coveted features of switchable glass to maximum effect. But it doesn’t stop there.
Intelligent Glass also offer their screens as touch-compatible too, meaning you can make
use of an interactive rear projection switchable screen that engages audiences like never
before.
http://intelligentglass.net

hybrik partners with dolby laboratories to integrate dolby vision
encoding support in its cloud platform
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA: Hybrik, Inc. announced in September with plans to
integrate support for Dolby Vision™ encoding into its cloud-based transcoding platform.
This collaboration enables an accessible and cost-effective solution for accelerated
delivery of Dolby Vision content, leveraging the elasticity of Amazon’s AWS cloud
architecture.
Dolby Vision transforms the TV experience in the home by delivering greater brightness
and contrast, as well as a fuller palette of rich colours. "Dolby Vision continues to
build momentum as the premiere HDR delivery format" said Ron Geller, VP, Worldwide
Content Relations, Dolby Laboratories." Our collaboration with Hybrik delivers on Dolby’s
commitment to make the Dolby Vision content encoding process more broadly accessible
to service providers across the industry."
Hybrik’s large-scale transcoding platform is in use by some of the largest media
companies in the world. Its service is based on Amazon’s AWS cloud platform and
provides transcoding, quality control, accelerated file transfer, large-scale storage, and
streaming to deliver superb video optimised for every screen.
“Hybrik’s addition of Dolby Vision allows us to further accelerate the realisation of our
clients’ needs for visually compelling content,” said Andy Shenkler, EVP and Chief
Solutions & Technology Officer, Sony DADC New Media Solutions
www.hybrik.com
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airstar announced new export manager role
Airstar, a specialist in the design, manufacturing and distribution
of inflatable structures and lighting balloons has announced in
August the appointment of Clément Guittet as Export Manager
to strengthen its international presence. With 80 percent of its
lighting turnover generated abroad, the company is focused on
supporting and growing its global network. Airstar is already
represented in over 40 countries through 12 subsidiaries and over
70 independent distributors.
Based in Airstar’s Headquarters near Grenoble (France), Clément
will be responsible for Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, Russia,
India and Switzerland, with the aim of supporting the existing
Airstar international network and developing the company’s
presence in the event, construction, industry, security, architecture
and cinema sectors.
Clément graduated in International Business Law in 2002. With
twelve years of experience in international business development
for the industrial, telecommunications and first response industries,
Clément has a deep knowledge of international sales.
“Airstar’s international success is very impressive for a SME, and
is part of its DNA. I am looking forward to bringing my business
development knowledge and experience to the table at this pivotal
time for the company as it enters new markets and sectors”
Clément enthused.
While Clément will manage and expand the existing Airstar

Clément Guittet, Export Manager

business network, his role will also be to find new distributors
and sales partners. “We are very excited to welcome Clément
on board… with him on board, we can better plan our growth
with the aim to reinforce Airstar’s reputation in Sub-Saharan Africa
and Maghreb and conquer the Indian, Russian and Central Asian
markets”, concluded Xavier Ponson, Airstar sales director.
Clément can be reached at c.guittet@airstar-light.com.
www.airstar-world
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HERE COMES THE SUN
Photos cour tesy of Yosi Mamia and Alber t Lalamaiev | w ysiw yg render Credit: Cochavi & Klein

When Light Architects Cochavi &
Klein was engaged by "The Tripping"
production group to create a whole new
experience with lighting for a special
sunset party in the Gan Haslaim (Rock
Garden) of Tel Aviv’s famous Yarkon
Park, the astonishingly installation
wowed the crowd by what they saw.
Cochavi & Klein conceptualised a giant
“Electronic Sun” positioned 20m high
in the air behind the elevated DJ and
VIP areas. Based around a three-ring
circular truss, this huge 8m diameter
backlight structure carried 48 of
Spiider LED fixtures together with
24 fast, ultra-narrow Pointe fixtures,
and two dozen four-light mole-fays
from Robe. The entire structure was
suspended at a pre-tilted angle from a
66m mobile crane.
The party started at noon, taking
thousands party lovers on a journey
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through the sunset and into the night.
The DJ booth was located in front of
the rocky hill, with a beautiful back
scenery full of ancient stones. At 20:00
when the sun went down completely,
the Electronic Sun then rose behind
the hill.
The Spiiders were run in their
122-channel extended mode, enabling
pixel mapping through an MA VPU
media server as well as the creation
of complex and subtle effects and
patterns. This was combined with
output from eight fog machines
resulting in dynamic, varied and
visually exciting lighting and effects.
Lighting
was
controlled
using
a
grandMA2
system
and
was
programmed by Omer Israeli, associate
lighting designer and programmer at
Cochavi & Klein. Additional project
credits include Dor Aichner, lighting
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crew chief and Itay Harpaz, stage manager. Itamar Bar
Shavit was the technical producer of the event. Lighting and
audio equipment was supplied by Argaman Systems, one of
Israel’s leading rental companies. Structures and trussing
came from Stage Design, lasers from Saar Lasers and the
crane was provided by Dror Cranes.
For the passionate team at Cochavi & Klein such a project is
just not possible without the assistance of wysiwyg lighting
design and previsualisation software. “Beginning with the
first sketches and lighting plots, through the 3D renders
and pre-programming of the show, wysiwyg let us bring
our design to life,” said Omer Israeli, Associate Lighting
Designer and Programmer.
Eran Klein, lighting designer and co-owner of Cochavi &
Klein added: "With wysiwyg we could give the customer
the opportunity to see with their own eyes what exactly
was running through our imaginations. We have inspected
and learned through wysiwyg to look at different point of
views and angles that helped us to determine what would
be the optimal angle and height for the Electronic Sun stage
element.”
wysiwyg also saved the client money in crane hours due to
pre-programming, and enabled the elimination of potential
any windy weather problems.
“We truly believe that CAST and wysiwyg played a very
important part in the process that let this project come
true,” added Klein.
www.cast-soft.com

About CAST Software
Established in 1994, Toronto Canadian-based software
and hardware developer, CAST Software celebrated its 20 th
year in business in 2014. CAST Software serves its core
markets in entertainment production, special events and
meetings. Its award-winning flagship software products
are wysiwyg design and previsualisation suite, and Vivien –
Event Designer. All products are designed and created inhouse and supported by an established global distribution
and reseller network. CAST Software Ltd. is a member of
the CAST Group of Companies Inc.
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VIBRATION & SOUND
Faith Sanctuary in Toronto updates and boosts its
audio infrastructure with a system from Bose
Photos cour tesy of Walter Lewis

If you had entered the worship space
before Faith Sanctuary undergone a
complete renovation, you could not
help but notice this tall, chalet-style
structure with a wide, fan-shaped
seating area that had been occupying
the church for the last 15 years. The
sound within the worship space did
not quite match the room’s acoustics
that would juxtapose with the stone
walls and other reflective surfaces. As
a Senior Pastor, Granville McKenzie
of Toronto Church felt that he should
do something about the dull sounding
audio – probably upgrade the audio
infrastructure to improve the overall
speech intelligibility and musical
nuance, as well as consistent coverage
delivered to all corners of the church.
He was looking for a quality audio
system that would completely refresh
the church’s sound.
The church embarked on an audio
refit and Toronto-based AV systems
integrator Westbury National arranged
for Jason Reynolds, owner of Anjel
Music Productions and the church’s
Technical Director, to experience a
RoomMatch installation at a show in
Las Vegas.
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After the installation work, the
first service took place in early
August, and both McKenzie
and Reynolds mentioned that
“RoomMatch™” components
from Bose Professional did
change everything for the church.
McKenzie added that “We are
extremely happy with how the
sound has turned out. Every word
is completely intelligible, and the
music is clear and powerful.”
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The installation of the Bose system
consists of three hangs of four
RoomMatch enclosures each, with
four RoomMatch RMS215 subwoofers
flown above the centre array. Three
more RMS218 subs are mounted
underneath the stage; six more
RoomMatch enclosures provide
under-balcony coverage, and two
more are used as choir fills. Nine
networked PowerMatch® PM8500N
amplifiers power the entire system.

“I have a lot of experience as a touring front-of-house
mixer, and I understand the science behind RoomMatch,
which is totally valid, and I wanted to experience it myself,”
according to Reynolds, hearing the RoomMatch system in
action in a space with similar acoustical challenges revealed
how the system could help Faith Sanctuary.
“Faith Sanctuary isn’t your typical church — we have a
seven-piece band and it can get pretty loud during services.
I needed to hear RoomMatch in action, with a live band
playing through it, not prerecorded tracks. It was a proof
of concept for us, and RoomMatch did exactly what it said
it would do: the clarity was there even at high SPL,” he
added.
http://pro.Bose.com

About Bose Corporation
Bose Corporation was founded in 1964 by Dr. Amar G.
Bose, then a professor of electrical engineering at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Bose products
spanned across home, car, on the go and in public
spaces. Bose Corporation is a privately held company
with a spirit of invention, passion for excellence, and
commitment to its business.
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One of
three Bose
RoomMatch™
hangs at Faith
Sanctuary in
Toronto.
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TWELVE RADIO STATIONS IN THE
MEDIACORP’S CAMPUS POWERED
BY AUDIO-TECHNICA’S
BP40 LARGE DIAPHRAGM
MICROPHONE
The BP40’s large diameter diaphragm features patented
floating-edge construction that maximises diaphragm
surface area and optimises overall diaphragm
performance, while the humbucking voice coil prevents
electromagnetic interference (EMI) (e.g. from video
monitors, AC power, etc.). The mic’s design, inspired
by the visual representation of a waveform, features
rugged, all-metal construction for dependable use in
professional broadcast environments.

Large-Diaphragm Dynamic Broadcast Microphone

Audio-Technica BP40 Large-Diaphragm Dynamic
Broadcast Microphone has become the leading
choice for radio stations as the microphone that
offers broadcast-calibre sound quality with a premium
dynamic-mic package. 125 sets of BP40 were installed
together with the legendary M50x studio headphones
as it is the new audio yardstick in Singapore radio
broadcasting world. It is now used daily by radio
DJs from stations like YES933FM, LOVE972 FM,
CLASS95FM, 987FM, LUSH995FM and more.

Launched in 2015, Technica’s BP40 is a dynamic
vocal microphone with rich, clear, natural
condenser-like sound for a variety of applications.
The mic’s hyper cardioid polar pattern provides
isolation of the desired sound source, and maximum
off-axis rejection when working in close production
environments. Its optimised capsule placement
helps maintain a commanding vocal presence even
at a distance, while the multistage windscreen
provides superior internal pop filtering.

Featuring BP40 in one of the radio stations

http://sea.audio-technica.com
About Audio-Technica
Founded in 1962, Audio-Technica established itself in the
Japanese domestic market with the success of phonograph
cartridges. A decade later, the company diversified and
focused on the specialisation of manufacturing sound
devices. Since 1994, Audio-Technica has continued to
meet and identify new market environments, customer
needs and technological advancements. This is best
reflected in the superior sound quality delivered by
the various series ranging from wired and wireless
microphones to headphones.
BP40 together with M50x Professional Monitoring Headphone
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MEDIACORP HAS SELECTED MERLIN
IP AUDIO CODECS FOR THEIR
STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER LINKS
Mediacorp, Singapore’s leading media company with
platforms spanning television, radio, newspapers, magazines,
digital and out-of-home media, has purchased Tieline Merlin
Codecs for Studio-to-Transmitter Links for its new campus
facilities in Mediapolis and at its Bukit Batok Transmitter site.
Top to Bottom
T ieline’s SmartStream
PLUS can deliver
over 100,000 hours
of unsurpassed audio
quality for live content;
T ieline Merlin Codecs at
Mediacorp Singapore

Mediacorp has installed almost 60 Merlin IP audio codecs
and the codecs carry 12 radio channels which are broadcast
in four languages (English, Mandarin, Malay and Tamil) to
Singapore’s multilingual audience.
“The size and scope of the Mediacorp installation at their
new facility at Mediapolis is impressive,” said Charlie Gawley,
Tieline’s VP Sales APAC/EMEA. “Critically important with live
content is the reliability of Tieline’s SmartStream PLUS in
delivering over 100,000 hours of unsurpassed audio quality
to its audience each year.”
“Mediacorp has selected Merlin IP Audio codecs for their
Studio-to-Transmitter links as they are equipped with
multiple layers of redundancy and are already used by major
broadcasting networks across the globe,” added Gawley.
Tieline's Singapore distributor, Telesto Broadcast Solutions,
delivered and supported the installation and commissioning
of the near 60 Merlin codecs used for main and redundant
studio transmitter links. Telesto is an independent
consultancy based in Singapore, offering impartial advice
in regard to manufacturers’ equipment and services which
results in a tailored solution to meet the clients’ operational
requirements. Telesto has also installed numerous TV and
Radio studio and transmission facilities in Southeast Asia,
East Asia and Middle East.
www.tieline.com
About Tieline Technology
Tieline Technology manufactures the world’s leading STL,
audio distribution and remote broadcast digital audio
codecs. Tieline also revolutionised newsgathering with the
Report-IT Enterprise codec app for smartphone reporting
applications. Renowned for its innovative technology,
thousands of customers around the world rely on Tieline
codecs every single day for reliable broadcast solutions.
The company has offices in North America and Australia,
supporting a global distribution network spanning the
Americas, Europe, UK, Africa, Asia, Middle East and
Australasia.
Tieline Technology, Tieline Technology logo are trademarks of Tieline Pty Ltd.
Other trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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MAKING
PERFORMANCE
COUNT
Dynacord launches new power amplifiers for live applications and
fixed installations, coinciding with its 70th anniversary
Submitted by D ynacord | Photos cour tesy of D ynacord

Dynacord, designer and engineer of professional audio
systems, has unveiled two new dual-channel power amplifier
series at the recent Infocomm 2017: The L Series and the C
Series for applications in areas of large entertainment and
sporting events. Both amplifier series comprise what it said
to be a powerful linear amp design with features that bring
performance to a new level, at more accessible price point.
Software Tools Made Easy
A new, powerful and easy-to-use software tool allows
total configuration and remote control, and supervision of
sound systems with multiple amplifiers. The software will be
available on Dynacord’s website.
Engineered for Stability and Safety
Sophisticated circuitry and bulletproof, high-performance
voltage handling give the user peace of mind; the amplifiers
and connected loudspeakers are protected from damage
and will perform flawlessly – even in the most demanding
environments. Four different models per series are available,
with total output power ranging from 1300W to 3600W.
Engineered for stability at 2 ohms, they represent the cutting
edge of amplifier performance and reliability in their market
segment.
Dynacord L Series Power Amplifiers
Engineered to provide sound reinforcement for demanding live
music applications. They are ideal for performing musicians
and production companies providing sound reinforcement for
live performances in venues like music clubs, community hall
events, performance centres, and sports venues.
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Dynacord’s L
Series amplifier
series features four
models in a new
industrial design
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Dynacord’s C
Series amplifier
series consists
of four models in
a new industrial
design

About Dynacord
Since the company was founded
in 1945, Dynacord has continued
to be one of the leading brands
in professional audio. With a
product portfolio including mixing
consoles, digital signal processing,
power amplifiers and loudspeaker
systems, Dynacord products are a
premium choice for mobile audio
applications, concert sound, large
venues and fixed installations.

Dynacord C Series Power Amplifiers
Designed for permanent installation applications, to
provide background or live music in venue including
bars, churches, restaurants, sports facilities,
and performing arts centres. The C Series is also
suitable for direct drive applications with 70V / 100V
speaker lines, providing high flexibility for a variety of
install scenarios. In addition, the amplifiers feature
Euroblock connectors for convenient wiring, remote
power-on delay, and GPIOs (General-purpose
input/output) to interface with third-party controls.
The efficient standby power mode reduces running
costs and power consumption by up to 90 percent,
leading to a very low total cost of ownership.
The onboard DSP (digital signal processing)
includes multi-band PEQs (parametric equaliser),
crossovers, limiters, and delay per channel. It also
has true channel grouping control with extra DSP
capabilities like PEQ, GEQ (graphic equaliser), and
delay for each group.
“The advanced FIR-Drive*, which utilises finite
impulse response filters, is a feature normally
reserved for the highest quality tour-grade DSPs,”
comments Jonathan Bailey, Global Product
Manager Pro Sound Electronics and Software. “L
Series and C Series amplifiers utilise this premium
feature to optimise original factory loudspeaker
settings, yielding a level of performance unheard of
at this price point.”
For further information, please visit
www.dynacord.com.
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QUALITY AUDIO SOUND
TRANSFORMS YOIDO FULL
GOSPEL CHURCH
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Left to Right
Yoido Full Gospel
Church has invested
in eight Microphones:
one Cardioid Headset
Microphone, four
Cardioid Recording
Microphones and two
Vocal Microphones
from DPA; Microphone
solution offers
exceptional speech
intelligibility to the
choir, pastor and
congregation who take
part in numerous church
services each week

Yoido Full Gospel Church, a Pentecostal church in Seoul,
South Korea, has turned to DPA microphones to ensure
that its record breaking congregation can clearly hear the
pastors’ sermons, as well as the choir and musicians that
regularly accompany its services.
Founded by David Yonggi Cho in 1958 and presently led by
Young Hoon Lee, the Yoido Full Gospel Church is located on
Yoi, an island in the middle of the Han River. The church’s
main building was inaugurated in 1973 and it now has nearly
500,000 members making it the largest Pentecostal Christian
congregation in South Korea.
In total, the Yoido Full Gospel Church has invested in
eight d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphones, one d:fine™
4088 Cardioid Headset Microphone, four d:dicate™ 4011
Cardioid Recording Microphones and two d:facto™ Vocal
Microphones.
For the main part of the church where most services take
place, Yoido has chosen the DPA 4011F d:dicate gooseneck
microphone solution, which features the versatile MMC4011
cardioid capsule. The 4011F Podium Microphone solution
has been installed via a DPA TSM4001 table shock mount.
This configuration is ideal for pastors because the 4011F
Podium Microphone solution offers exceptional speech
intelligibility via its linear on-and off-axis response.
Pastors and visiting lecturers also have the option of
using the d:fine™ Headset Microphone, which gives them
complete freedom of movement. Yoido’s selection of d:vote
Instrument Microphones are used by the orchestra to amplify
piano, string and brass instruments, while the church’s choir
is amplified with d:dicate 4011A Cardioid Microphones.
“We also use our d:vote Instrument Microphones for bands
and for other purposes, depending on the occasion,” Jung
Kim adds.
www.dpamicrophones.com
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INTERVIEW

Q&A
Mr Tadahiro Fukumoto, Head of Professional Display
Marketing, Business & Industrial Solutions Marketing,
Professional Solutions Company (PSAP), Sony Electronics
Asia Pacific spoke with Andrea Sim on the new line-up of 4K
HDR displays designed for professional performance.
Photos cour tesy of S ony Elec tronics Asia Pacific

Several new models are launched
today and what are you most excited
about?
“We are introducing the new High
Dynamic Range (HDR) series featuring
new panel sizes to enhance the 4K
HDR experience that will be of benefits
to business users. For example, the
TRILUMINOS™ Display reproduces
colours accurately, making it possible
for passengers to view the pictures
and letters with clarity even in strong
sunlight. X-tended Dynamic Range
PRO™ (XDR), exclusive to Sony
enables the precise control of the
maximum required light output across
the screen, focussing on the contrast
ratio and colour gamut to brighten or
darken colour map. For software, we
are targeting two areas: mainly the
business users and providing digital
signage solutions. Also, we see new
changes for this year’s models; We are
more focussed in incorporating B2B
software into Sony products.”
How can the new 4K HDR deliver
innovative solutions in public spaces,
such as video walls, digital signage,
screens and projectors?
“This year, we have new models to
vie with our competitors. If we had
only looked at the price, it would be
endless competitions. For example, we
eliminate the conventional use of a setup box by making set-ups more costeffective using Set-Top Boxes (STB).
Designed to keep the simple system,
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Illustration of Sony’s Set-Top Box (STB)

STB uses less hardware and limit cablings. With Sony’s panel and B2B software,
our customers from the airport and retail can play content directly using HDMI,
USB device or over the network. The display easily integrates into a third-party
control system. Also, the Sony display panel that was used to show movies in
the past now have a new feature, such as a partition on the TV screen. It can
display text/SMS, graphics and video with live web feeds; a variety that people
are getting these days for panels and digital signage. In public spaces, we figure
out ways to use panel surfaces with glossy or matt finish to maximise audience
engagement. We put up architectural video walls using different sizes and placing
them in different positions, and using our B2B software to produce a big picture
wall. These are some of the ways to showcase digital signage in a venue for
effective advertising.”
What’s challenging for Sony this year and share with us some of the
collaborative efforts with brand partners?
“We just launched the 4K HDR displays which are very high-end models. The
demand for TVs here are still relying on high-definition. We can’t make our
products for HDR cheaper and that is one difficulty. Our challenge is how to go
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Sony Display Panel in the Professional Range

about making the people understand the benefits
of owning a HDR from another perspective. For
signage and panel solutions, Sony is still working
with partners to develop new apps compatible
with software and integration and to what kind
of software is necessary. For example, the OS
language is packed with Sony’s unique technology.
Today, the signage suppliers use Android platform
so that they can develop compatible app and
deliver a new experience to customers. So we go
for two open formats: Android and HTML5, and
these options enable our system integrators to
get involved in the programme by editing and selfmodifying.”
What’s the overall strategy to reinforce the
brand’s position in the market, especially when
there are moments of declination in consumer
consumption rate?
“Sony is focussed on promoting the experience of
things through its range of entertainment products
such as mobile phone, TV, camera and PlayStation.
We want to present people the experience of what
it means to listen to music even when they are onthe-go. During the Ultra-Music Festival 2017 held
at Marina Bay Sands in June, Sony was one of
the sponsors to have cooperated with the design
team and audio group. Together we designed
Sony’s booth and put up a gigantic size LED wall

using projectors with video mapping. We created
the ‘experience’ for consumers and showcased
how our professional products could be staged
in public spaces. Year-by-year, signage is
gaining popularity in the Singapore and customer
spending has gone up. Most of our customers are
from corporate, retail, government and schools.
Apart from being a supplier, we also need to play
a role as a solution provider in areas of contents,
hardware and integration.”
What other areas Sony would like to develop
and achieve growth?
“Nowadays, there is no clear boundary between
the consumers and professional users. As Sony
specialises in professional products offerings such
as the 4K HDR, we see growth here. We’d like
to reach out to more people and get them to use
products from Sony. Like the Ultra-Music Festival
where we used a lot of consumer products to create
that immersive mood, which was a boost. We’d
like to expand not only in the entertainment field,
but to take this experience to the stage, museum,
public space, shopping mall where people go to
and experience new things. Whether in-house
or corporate cooperation, Sony’s direction and
outlook for 2018 will be going towards from making
a simpler system using set-top boxes to cloud for
digital signage.”
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ULTRA MODULAR 4K
VIDEOWALL PROCESSOR
Submitted by Ex tron Elec tronics

Extron
Electronics
released
the
Quantum Ultra, modular 4K videowall
processor
with
high-performance
scaling and windowing technology for a
wide range of applications. The Quantum
Ultra features the Extron Vector 4K 4:4:4
scaling engine and 400 Gbps HyperLane
video bus.
"The Quantum Ultra features Extron
HyperLane bus technology, powerful
processing,
and
robust,
secure
operation for dependable, real-time
performance unmatched by other
videowall processors," says Casey Hall,
Vice President of Sales and Marketing
for Extron. "It will meet the growing
demand for 4K videowall solutions in
mission critical AV environments."
A single processor can support multiple
videowalls with mixed resolutions and
screen orientations, providing flexible
system design with minimal complexity
and cost. Portrait and landscape output
support, output overlap, and mullion
compensation provide compatibility
with nearly any display technology. RS232 and Ethernet interfaces provide
direct connections for control systems.
Quantum Ultra’s configurability, features,
and performance make it a future-ready
solution for any videowall application.
Quantum Ultra utilises a modular cardframe architecture that can be populated
with input and output cards selected to
match source and display requirements.
Multiple card frames can be configured
and operated as a single system to
accommodate any size videowall.
Quantum Ultra can accommodate a
mixture of display devices with varying
resolutions. Features such as output
overlap, mullion compensation, and
output rotation provide compatibility
with current and future display devices.
The future-ready Extron HyperLane
bus delivers real-time performance
unattainable
by
other
videowall
processors. It has a maximum throughput
of 400 Gbps, sufficient to simultaneously
carry more than twenty 4K/60 sources
with 4:4:4 chroma sampling. It also
possesses the bandwidth required to
support evolving signal formats, such
as 8K, and the higher resolutions, high
dynamic range – HDR, greater colour
depth, and expanded colour gamut
these signals will provide.
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Quantum Ultra, modular 4K videowall processor with high-performance scaling and windowing technology

Sources can be windowed and positioned anywhere on the video display. Static
image files such as logos and maps can be stored locally on the Quantum Ultra, and
displayed with full keying and alpha channel support. Internally generated clocks
can be presented in a variety of time formats, in multiple time zones. The integrated
VNC client can decode multiple simultaneous VNC server streams for presentation
on the videowall. Custom colour borders can be applied to any window, with support
for rounded corners, drop shadows, flashing, and transparency.
Quantum Ultra was engineered for continuous operation in mission-critical
environments. Redundant, hot swappable Extron EverLast power supplies, dual
IEC power connections, a write-protected, solid-state operating system drive, and
secure communication protocols, ensure system redundancy, security, and stability.
Quantum Ultra setup and preset configuration are performed using Extron VCS –
Videowall Configuration Software. System configuration is broken down into logical
tasks, such as wall configuration, source setup, preset design, and EDID Minder for
simplified integration. Online and offline editing allows creation and configuration of
systems with or without an attached processor. Familiar editing controls streamline
layering, aligning, and sizing of source windows. With an intuitive workflow and
familiar interface, VCS provides efficient configuration of any Extron 4K videowall
processor.
This intuitive application simplifies configuration of even the largest and most
complex systems. Settings and preset changes within the software are automatically
synchronised and stored on the videowall processor, facilitating direct RS-232 or
Ethernet connection of remote control systems to the Quantum Ultra card frame.
www.extron.com/quantumultra_nspr
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HQULTRA4000 QUAD
SEAMLESS
SCALER-SWITCHERS
Submitted by Calibre | Photos cour tesy of Calibre UK

The HQUltra4000 supports up to 40 video
sources grouped into 23 discreet input
channels, has up to 8K total programme
output pixels area or 4 channels of
4K50/60 4:4:4 programme outputs as
well as a confidence monitor output. Total
output bandwidth is a staggering 90GB/s
with over 44 Megapixel output capability.

Input capabilities include 4K60
4:4:4 via HDMI and DisplayPort
and there is support for HDCP2.2
and 1.4. Standard HDMI outputs
also support 4K60 4:4:4.

British image processing manufacturer,
Calibre unveiled recently the first multi-channel
4K seamless scaler-switcher, the HQUltra4000
that will optimise image quality, perform fast
and reliable switching, and routing flexibility
within a single 3RU box.
"The HQUltra4000 is the perfect solution for
connecting to the new and extremely large
LED and flat panel videowalls as well as for
projection applications. We're previewing
it at InfoComm so that our customers and
integration partners can learn what we have in
the pipeline," Tim Brooksbank, CEO at Calibre
enthuses.
HQUltra4000 models offer optimised scaling
with per-edge pixel accurate custom sizing
for LED videowalls. The scaled image can be
distributed across all four outputs, perfectly
aligned and synchronised, allowing the
HQUltra4000 to drive a surface area up to true
8K/Quad-UHD. That is an incredible 8,192 x
4,340-pixel area!
The HQUltra4000 can alternatively drive four
independent programme displays, projectors,
flat panels or LED videowalls. In this mode

of operation, it performs as the seamlessswitcher or matrix-switcher, multi-channel
scaler and control hub for a multi-location or
multi-display installation with all four outputs
able to independently run differently scaled
content onto four displays each up to 4K
resolution.
A fifth confidence monitor output permits
a source channel to be previewed prior to
switching this to a programme output. Unlike
some competitor products the confidence
monitor function does not require use of a
programme channel, it has its own dedicated
fifth output channel.
Operation is using the front panel jog wheel
and LCD display for fast set up in the field or
remote control via a web server. HDMI front
panel connection is also included for easy
patching in of a last-minute source or a test
source. It has full Genlock for in-camera and
broadcast applications requiring live scaling
and switching. Logo store and test pattern
generator is included.
The Calibre HQUltra4000 series of matrix
scaler-switchers will ship in late 2017.
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PUBLITEC INVESTS IN ®
AV STUMPFL MONOCLIP
PROJECTION SCREEN SYSTEMS
Submitted by publitec | Photos cour tesy of AV Stumpfl

Due to the new MonoClip® system and its patented
QuickClip® technology, the screen surface can be easily
attached to the frame by using special hooks, which simplifies
the setup process.
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The new MonoClip® projection screens combine the
advantages of the AV Stumpfl Monoblox® system with a
full clean profile without studs and press snaps. Strong
temperature fluctuation during the winter or summer periods
can make setting up standard mobile projection screens a
challenge at times, even for rental and staging experts.

Mo

Based in Herdecke, North Rhine-Westphalia, publitec is
a well-established and successful German AV technology
distributor for more than 17 years. Recently, publitec
Präsentationssysteme & Eventservice GmbH
has made
investments in 52 MonoClip® projection screen systems
manufactured by AV Stumpfl.

s

Monoclip® Projection Screen Set-Up
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New MonoClip® System and its patented QuickClip® Technology

publitec managing director Jens Richter
explains his decision to become an
“early adopter” of the innovative Austrian
projection screen system:
“With their new MonoClip® products, AV
Stumpfl has developed an ingenious screen
system that allows a quick and trouble-free
setup. The new system is robust and at the
same time light in weight and very flexible.
The QuickClip® technology combines easy
handling with durability.”

In order to meet customer needs, the
52 MonoClip® systems purchased
by publitec include screen sizes from
217x143cm up to 691x439cm.
Stefanie Niederwimmer, AV Stumpfl
Sales Manager Screens, underlines
the strategic significance of publitec’s
decision: “publitec is very well-known
throughout the German speaking AV
industry.

“Investing in our MonoClip® projection screen system is
not just a successful business transaction, it is moreover a
signal that this product establishes a new standard. We are
extremely delighted to further expand and strengthen our
long-term collaboration.”
publitec’s professional and broad range of rental and sales
products like projectors, video walls, displays, media servers
or projection screens always meet the latest market needs.
Moreover, publitec’s ongoing quality management guarantees
the highest operational safety.
https://publitec.tv/ | www.avstumpfl.com

MonoClip® Projection Screen System
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GARDENS

EXTRAVAGANZA SPECIAL
Gardens by the Bay celebrates 5th anniversary with mesmerising projection mapping
shows using the J-Series projectors
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Tens of thousands of spectators turned up at Gardens by the Bay on June 3-4 to
view the exciting multimedia showcase as part of its 5th anniversary celebrations.
Hexogon Solution, Christie’s rental staging partner, designed the spectacular
projection mapping performance using 32 Christie Roadster HD20K-J 3DLP®
projectors.
This year, the “Gardens Extravaganza Special” show display vividly projected
flowers and bubbles across eight Supertrees, which stood between 25 and 50
metres in height with large canopies that dominated the 101-hectare nature park.
Adrian Goh, Group Managing and Artistic Director, Hexogon Solution, said, “We are
honored to collaborate with Gardens by the Bay to stage this eye-catching visual
performance as part of its 5th anniversary celebrations. Through the deployment
of 32 Roadster HD20K-Js for projections on the ‘trunks’ of eight Supertrees, we
hope to create a world-class projection mapping show for the enjoyment of local
and foreign visitors to mark this special occasion.”
The 20-minute-long extravaganza included images of numerous varieties of flowers
and striking patterns cascading across the projected areas. The team fitted more
than 120 light fixtures, 24 flame projectors and executed some special effect
installations for the multimedia showcase, which culminated in a highly engaging
visual treat.
According to Goh, most of the Roadster HD20K-Js were installed in customdesigned enclosures that enabled the projectors to continue operating even in
wet weather, while the remaining projectors were set up inside a three-stacked
container with proper air-conditioning and heat extraction. The entire installation
process took the Hexogon team two weeks to complete.

Left
The J-Series
projectors were
used to map
the designs and
projected flowers
and bubbles across
eight Supertrees at
Gardens by the Bay
as it celebrates 5 th
anniversary.
Right
A visually stunning
treat at Gardens by
the Bay, customdesigned by
Singapore-based
company Hexogon
Solution.

Able Liew, Deputy General Manager, Christie Singapore, commented, “We’re very
pleased that our Roadster HD20K-J projectors have played an important role in
delivering a superb projection mapping performance at Gardens by the Bay’s 5th
anniversary through our valued partner, Hexogon Solution.
“As one of the most prominent rental stagers in the region, Hexogon Solution has
constantly endeavored to create and deliver outstanding shows, and this one is
no exception. We are proud of Adrian and his team in using innovative projection
mapping techniques to tell the story of the Gardens’ growth to become the iconic
attraction it is today,” he continued.
Christie Roadster HD20K-J is a 20,000 lumen, high-performance projector, capable
of delivering crisp, clean images with perfect colour saturation and spectacular
video.
For product details, visit www.christiedigital.com or www.hexogonsol.com for
more information.
Christie® is a trademark of Christie Digital Systems USA, Inc., registered in the United States of America and certain
other countries.
DLP® is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments.
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DENIM COUTURE FOR THE
FASHIONISTAS
Philips Lighting shine spotlights to illuminate the mannequins displaying the outfits
inside Milan's Palazzo della Triennale during the Global Denim Awards.
Photos cour tesy of HTNK

BeamShapers
bring out the
fine details
in colour and
depth of the
clothing even
more visible

Philips Lighting has recently displayed its innovative LED lightings during the
Global Denim Awards Triennale in Milan, to celebrate the very best of denim
couture. His Majesty King Willem-Alexander and Her Majesty Queen Máxima of
The Netherlands graced the celebration. This year focused on Italian and Dutch
collaborations in design, innovation, sustainability and craftsmanship.
Experienced art director, Pol van Veen, from Dutch lighting specialist Jurlights was
the lighting designer for this special international showcase. He had arranged for
Philips Selecon Accent LED BeamShaper fixtures to be installed to illuminate the
mannequins displaying the outfits inside Milan's Palazzo della Triennale.
“As a specialist in lighting high-end international fashion events, van Veen's priority
is to enhance the appearance of the clothing on display, bringing to the fore all the
colour, texture and detail of their design, ensuring the very best results for both
the eyes of the audience and the lenses of the cameras,” according to the news
release.
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The annual Global
Denim Awards
Triennale in Milan
celebrates the very
best of denim couture
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Lighting TL
fluorescent
tubes create that
ideal cool, clean
and white light
environment

“

The additional light
from the BeamShapers
made all the details in
the colour and depth of
the clothing much more
visible… I can think of
many more situations
that these fixtures
would suit perfectly.

”

- Art Director, Pol van Veen

“The Philips Selecon Accent LED BeamShaper is designed
for precisely these environments. A stylish and versatile
tool, it offers light output with an excellent Colour Rendering
Index (CRI) of 95, along with four captive shaping shutters to
minimise untidy light-spill, and sharp gobo projection from its
advanced optical system.”
Van Veen wanted a design that exudes a clean, cool white
light environment. He chose Philips Lighting TL fluorescent
tubes to create that mood; the 4000 Kelvin versions were
employed to complement and reinforce the output. The
'natural white' colour temperature of the BeamShapers
enhanced the definition of the fashion creations on display.
As an art director, Van Veen indeed has a critical eye for
design. The result should bring out the environment through
colouration and intensity that are clearly of high quality.
He explained his choice for using the BeamShapers: "The
additional light from the BeamShapers made all the details
in the colour and depth of the clothing much more visible…
I can think of many more situations that these fixtures would
suit perfectly."
This beautifully-lit fashion event is another high-end
application in which our innovative, high quality, low-energy
lighting technology is fulfilling that focus," Colin Kavanagh,
General Manager of Philips Entertainment Lighting attested.
www.lighting.philips.com/main/products/entertainmentlighting
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FINE ART WITNESSED CHINA’S
WIN IN THE 17TH FINA WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS BUDAPEST
Photos cour tesy of FINEART

Guangzhou-based FINE ART witnessed the Chinese
championed the recent 17 th FINA World Championships, held
in Budapest, Hungary, between July 14 to 30. Held every
two years since 2001, FINA World Championships comprises
various aquatics sports and is a judged event administering
water sports competitions at world level.
Consequently, the International Swimming Federation (FINA)
that was founded in 1908 had grown over the years to
become the second largest multi-sport event and attained
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Fifty pieces of
moving head
lights from FINE
440 BEAM ENHA
highlighted the
large-scale
swimming event
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Top
World athletes
came together in
the 17 th FINA World
Championships
Budapest to pit
their swimming skills
against each other
Bottom
The 17 th FINA World
Championships
Budapest, Hungary

a global recognition after the Olympics Games. The International Federation of
Swimming headquartered in Switzerland is the organiser of the official FINA World
Championships.
During the 17 th FINA World Championships Budapest, fifty pieces of moving head
lights from FINE 440 BEAM ENHA were used to add accents to the sporting event.
Everyone seemed to have enjoyed the glorious moments with FINE ART and
witnessed together the frustrations and growth of the Chinese team as well as the
great success in which the athletes had achieved.
On July 25, China’s Sun Yang won the men’s 200m freestyle, at 1:44.39, and it
was the first time that he claimed the championship title in both 200m and 400m
freestyle. On the same day, Xu Jiayu (known for his backstroke prowess) captured
gold in the men’s 100m backstroke, and it was also the first-ever gold medal he
won for China in the World Championships.
In the early morning of July 27, the Chinese team pit against the Canadian team
and came in third place, at 3:41.25, in the final match of a male-and-female mixed
4X100m. Hence, setting new Games record for Asia.
www.fineart-light.com
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“

DYNAMIC LIGHTING
A CONDUIT TO FAITH AT
EASTSIDE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Elation fixtures are
used in every single
event from the main
weekend service, to
student ministries,
to memorial services.

”

- Cameron Bentley, Eastside’s
Production Engineer and
Lighting Director

Dynamic lighting systems from Elation
is helping congregants to enhance
their weekend worship experience.
Installed throughout Eastside Christian
Church’s three Southern California
campuses, the church doesn’t have to
be a boring place anymore. Cameron
Bentley, Eastside’s Production Engineer
and Lighting Director explains that
production is important and it also
serves as a creative element of the
service. Cameron, who has served in
the church as a technician since the age
of 12, played a large part in developing
the lighting, video and audio system.
He says, “Our hope is that the lighting,
the band, and the sound will then fade
away and what's left is the message of
God,” that people would feel strongly
connected to.
Eastside Anaheim
Eastside Anaheim has been experiencing
a period of fast growth, which enabled its
move to their new campus in Anaheim in
2012. The broadcast campus can seat
up to 2,100 people in the Auditorium
and 500 people at the Student Centre.
The Auditorium has recently upgraded
the Elation rig of LED lights to Elation
Platinum FLX™ hybrid moving heads.
Using the same dual optical design as
Elation’s Platinum SBX, Cameron added
14 of the FLX units to the rig as the
multi-functional FLX is a flexible spot/
beam/wash with full CMY colour mixing.
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Elation enhances weekend
worship experience with
dynamic lighting fixtures in
Souther n Califor nia

Auditorium in Eastside
Anaheim upgrades to
Elation Platinum FLX™
hybrid moving heads

Easter Weekend
For the recent Easter weekend, the
FLX units were used along with highspeed Rayzor Q12 Zoom™ LED wash
luminaires and SixBar 1000™ LED
battens to visually punctuate the special
service. One of Cameron’s favourite
looks was the use the fixture’s pinspot
gobo with the 8-facet prism and then
zoomed out for a spinning ray-of-light
effect.
The SixBar battens are often used to
create impactful walk-in looks and the
Rayzors are fixtures that Cameron says
have given no trouble in the two years
they’ve had them. Also, available at the
Anaheim campus are Elation Cuepix™
series strips, blinders and battens with
a rig of Satura Spot CMY Pros, Rayzor
Q12 Zooms, WW Profiles, Cuepix Strips
and Colour Pendants at their disposal
in the Anaheim Student Centre.
Campus Continuity
Eastside’s other campuses; The La
Habra Auditorium uses Satura Spot
CMY Pros, Rayzor Q12 Zooms, SixPars
and WW Profiles with Cuepix Strips
used as house lights, and at Park
Rapids, Cuepix Strip Tri LED battens
add colour to the space while WW
Profile ellipsoidal spots are used to
project gobos onto the ceiling.
“Having lighting that plays a major part
of creating those dynamics is a critical
piece to the worship service,” says
Cameron.
www.elationlighting.com
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A
MIGHTY
TOOL

Good Success Church built on RCF sound from the ground up
The newly built Good Success Church located in
Jandakot, south of Perth, Australia, had previously
been operating on hired premises for many years.
Not until the board of the Church (formerly Mighty
Living Waters Life Fellowship) decided to build a
permanent worship house for congregants to offer
devotions, attend worship and praise sessions,
join bible studies and prayer and be actively
involved in services for the Church for a religious
cause in a unified environment.
The venue of worship in Jandakot, Perth where
the Good Success Church is now situated, has
had a full acoustic installation as well. And the live
audio experience was achieved with the active line
array systems from RCF, a recognised audio brand
founded in 1949 by a group of Italian electroacoustic engineers.
A new era began for RCF from 2004 when
investments were made in R&D and the company
has been designing products and delivering to
the market a substantial number of new products
every year. For example, the TT+ High Definition
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This is an
exceptionally
professional AVL
integrated system
installation, indeed
a reference model
for the new modern
systems using
line array and LED
technology.
- Rob Scott, Consultant

”

Touring and Theatre series became an instant success,
thanks to innovative amplifiers equipped with DSP, along
with state-of-the-art transducer technology.
In July 2007, RCF Group has achieved yet another
remarkable milestone with the company that comprises
RCF S.p.A. and AEB Industriale s.r.l., which owns the
brand dBtechnologies was listed on the Italian Stock
Exchange. Today, RCF can be seen as a solution for almost
every application from professional speaker systems
and recording to commercial audio to meet specific
requirements for musicians, rental companies at any level
and for any kind of occasion.
Over at the Good Success Church, when it was in the
making, the committee contacted AVL consultant Rob Scott
of Trans Media Alliance (TMA), who has had many years of
experience in the AVL industry and even so as a committed
church member. Rob started out as professional musician
and these credentials accumulated over the years had
earned him a substantial amount of experience to provide
consultation in design audio, lighting, vision systems for
churches, large auditoriums and performing arts centres.
In addition, when the Church needed a sound and lighting
system appropriate for dynamic live services which at the
same time were suitable for television program recording
and live media projection, five companies indicated their
interests to bid on the TMA specifications. Kosmic Sound
and Lighting succeeded in the bid due to price, experience
and professionalism that were taken into consideration
and the work began…
Kosmic worked closely with Group Technologies to have
the RCF HDL 20a active line array system installed for
the building measuring 30 metres wide and 20 metres
deep. “Each hang consisted of three full-range line array
elements coupled with additional LF on the ground, two
boxes of HDL10a were used as centre fills and a Xilica
Uno processor was used to process the system. Xilica’s
high audio quality and powerful DSP platform allowed for
everything from simple system tuning to pre-set system
configurations depending on the size and scope of any
event in the space,” according to the source.
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TMA consulted with both the architect and acoustic
consultants to match the room acoustics to the performance
of the RCF system. Roof heights were changed along with
a custom design for the walls, ceiling panels and diffusers.
The resulting room sound is spectacular. “Kosmic also
provided training and after completion support for transition
to the new system. The result achieved with the acoustic
treatments and audio system are ideal,” commented
Pastor Rajan, Snr Pastor, Good Success Church.
LED technology presented a modern professional stage
lighting system without dimmers and tungsten fittings,
while TMA were able to design a lighting system suitable
for live performance, television recording and multimedia
projections while reducing ongoing power operating costs.
For more information about the respective brands,
visit www.rcf.it, www.transmediaalliance.com.au or
www.kosmicsound.com.au.
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CHINA’S “ENCORE DUNHUANG”
TRAVELS THROUGH TIME WITH
SUPPORT FROM D3
Submitted by d3 Technologies
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Photo courtesy of
d3 Technologies
New Dimension
Digital Media
was the content
producer for “Encore
Dunhuang”

The immersive Chinese theatre piece, “Encore Dunhuang,”
debuted at the first Silk Road Dunhuang International
Cultural Expo. The long-awaited show was directed by one
of China’s most famous directors, Wang Chaoge, who was
the co-director of the opening ceremony at the 2008 Olympic
Games in Beijing.
The 90-minute performance gave audience members a
chance to travel through time, as they walked through four
zones and experienced key moments and characters in the
2,000-year history of the city, once an important stop on the
Silk Road.
“Encore Dunhuang” was staged in The Aqua Blue Theatre, a
large glass structure that looked like a water droplet poised
in the vast Gobi Desert, where d3 Technologies’ media server
assisted with show previsualisation to display stunning video
projections.
“The d3 4×4pro media server was chosen for their previs
capabilities and for their 16 HD outputs,” explained Hank
Liu, Technical Manager of Redline, d3’s Reseller in China.
“That a single machine could stably control nine projectors
at the same time was quite impressive. It saved space and
wiring time.”
The d3 system was able to simulate the entire production
before any equipment was set up in the theatre. “First, we
created the 100 percent precise 3D model for the project,”
said Hank Liu. “Then we started to create the visuals and
present the pixel-perfect simulation to the Show Executive
Director and the Visual Technical Director. They were happy
to oversee the show design in previs without the need to go
on site, saving a lot of time and effort.”
Denimen Liu, who handled stage design and technical
supervision for Impression Wonders Arts Development
Co. Ltd, as well as the Visual Technical Director of Encore
Dunhuang, cited the Flying Apsaras portion of the show as
a prime reason for choosing d3. The performance, depicting
celestial Buddhist figures from the famed mural paintings
in Dunhuang’s ancient Mogao Caves, combined innovative
choreography and music.
“In the concept design phase of the project, d3’s previs
helped us tremendously in evaluating projector placement,
lens selection and content preview,” said Denimen Liu.
Thanks to d3’s fluid playback and impressive output, the
intensity, pixel density and edge blend all work perfectly
across the surface.
“The blending and masking features of d3 helped simplify the
content design process allowing us to adjust and customise
the content template, while precisely correcting the output
feeds,” added Denimen Liu. “This streamlined our entire
workflow dramatically.”
For more information, visit www.d3technologies.com.
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St. John the
Baptist, a
Portuguese style
Christian church
situated in the
Indian city of
Thane, north of
Mumbai, can trace
its origins back
500 years

THANE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN INDIA WITH
500 YEARS OF ORIGINS INSTALLED
O-LINE AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS
Having been declared a heritage site by UNESCO, St. John
the Baptist, a Portuguese style Catholic church situated in
the Indian city of Thane, north of Mumbai, recently underwent
a massive restoration project spanning 18 months, including
a complete sound system upgrade.

“We were not very impressed with the sound,” admits Cleo
Pereira, from Martin Audio partner Zoodio, who has been
specifying the British brand for the past decade. “Instead, we
suggested the Martin Audio O-Line as a brand, since we use
it in most of our installs.”

The older system had consisted of multiple speakers that
were spaced along the wall of the church, and neither
provided suitable intelligibility nor venue coverage. With
the extension to the church (enabling it to expand the
congregation size to around 5,000 for Sunday mass), the
parish priest had initially requested a demo from another
vendor to provide coverage for the growing number of
people.

A demo of the premium micro line array was set up by a
parishioner, Dylan Hilton, who happened to be working for
Zoodio, through integrated Entertainment Solutions (IES),
the Martin Audio distributors. The overall idea was to reduce
the number of speakers required and enhance the overall
worship experience. Zoodio supplied the components and
their team of engineers, technicians and riggers worked on
the fit out, with four sets of O-Line (eight elements per side).
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“

We had a lot of constraints from
the Heritage committee; they
wanted an extremely compact
system that would not block
any of the murals and paintings
present in the church and also a
system that sounded good.

”

- Cleo Pereira, from Martin Audio partner Zoodio

Zoodio
carried
out major
houses
of worship
heritage sound
upgrade in
Mumbai, India

O-Line was supported
with Martin Audio’s CDD8
Differential
Dispersion
loudspeakers for the delays
as well as in the corridors. “The
reason,” said Pereira, “was that we
had a lot of constraints from the Heritage
committee; they wanted an extremely
compact system that would not block any of
the murals and paintings present in the church
and also a system that sounded good.”
He also emphasised that this was the first time both the
O-Line and CDDs had been used in India.
The biggest challenge had been rigging the O-Line as the
walls of the church were not concrete but limestone — and so
the utmost care and safety measures needed to be taken during
the mounting phase. “The O-Line did a perfect job in reducing the
reverberations within the church as the limestone walls had no acoustical
properties.”
Feeding the system is a combination of six vocal mics for the choir, an acoustic
guitar and keyboards, a podium mic for the clergy and three mics on the altar.
For more details, visit www.martin-audio.com or www.zoodiopro.com.
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FULCRUM ACOUSTIC
CHANNELS NEW ENERGY INTO
CHURCH BY THE GLADES

ShowPro of South
Florida revitalised
the aging house of
worship, Church
by the Glades, with
speaker system from
Fulcrum Acoustic

When Church by the Glades (CBG) acquired the First Baptist
Church of Lake Worth, Florida in the fall of 2016, it turned
to ShowPro of South Florida to revitalise the aging house of
worship. ShowPro designed and installed a sound system
based on Fulcrum Acoustic loudspeakers to bring new
energy to the Lake Worth campus of their "hyper-creative
and fully charged church."
However, the historic church's highly reflective hard surfaces
and "shoebox" footprint presented considerable acoustical
challenges. High-fidelity music reproduction and voice
intelligibility were essential to support CBG's contemporary
worship services which incorporate awe-inspiring production
to deliver their message.
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"We reviewed five acoustical models using various
loudspeaker line arrays before ShowPro suggested
we look at Fulcrum," recalled CBG production
director Andrew Sheffler.
Fulcrum DX1595 dual 15-inch coaxial loudspeakers
were deployed as left/right mains with two DX896
8-inch speakers as outfills. Left/right CX1295 12inch coaxial speakers served as balcony mains
with four CX896 8-inch coaxials installed under
the balcony for additional coverage. Rounding
out the system, four CS121 21-inch subcardioid
subwoofers adjacent to stage access stairs
delivered low frequency support.
"Low frequency blowback from the subs rattling
the hollow wooden stage was an initial concern,"
explained Sheffler. "I couldn't believe my ears
when SPL dropped 20 dB at the top of the stage
stairs. Fulcrum's Passive Cardioid Technology was
a real life saver."
"Loud doesn't always equal good energy, and
quiet just doesn't carry for our worship style. I
am amazed at the loudspeakers' ability to create
clear, crisp energy throughout the room without
changing timbre at higher volume." Sheffler
enthused.
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COMMUNITY LOUDSPEAKERS
PROVIDE MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
FOR NEW ZEALAND TEMPLE
Words by Communit y

The Fo Guang Shan North Island temple
and community centre has undergone a
complete refit of its audio systems by
integration specialists, AV Expression,
with new systems based around
Community Professional loudspeakers.
Fo Guang Shan North Island is a large
temple and community centre of the
Fo Guang Shan Buddhist movement.
The largest Buddhist temple in the
country, it is located in the beautiful

city of Auckland, famous for its yachts,
and known as the “City of Sails”. The
temple and complex were built over
seven years and opened in late 2007.
The design of the Temple is adapted
from the palatial design of the Tang
Dynasty, with greyish green glazed
roof tiles, maroon stone pillars and
vertical slat window frames projecting
magnificence, grandeur, cultivation and
strength. The courtyard is lined with

stone lanterns of the Tang Dynasty, with
pine trees, bamboo, cherry blossoms
and willows.
With the original PA system deemed no
longer fit for purpose, AV Expression
was appointed to design and install
new audio systems for both the temple
and outdoor areas. The design was
carried out in collaboration with Hills,
Community’s distributor for Australia
and New Zealand.

Fo Guang Shan North Island
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Community R Series installed in the outdoor areas

Blake Kirby of Hills explained the choice
and deployment of the loudspeakers,
“The outdoor areas are covered by
Community’s
R.5
loudspeakers,
selected
for
combining
speech
and music quality with all-weather
reliability. Throughout the day they
play gentle background music while,
for larger gatherings, their outstanding
intelligibility and power provides the
main PA for microphone presentation.”
Kirby continued, “The internal temple is
a prayer and worship space with high
ceilings and reverberant décor and
fittings. For this we chose Community’s
ENT-FR high performance column line
source systems. With wide horizontal
and
narrow
vertical
dispersion
they are ideal for high intelligibility
coverage in reverberant spaces. A
lower ceiling section of the room is
complemented with Community C6
ceiling loudspeakers.”
EASE models were created for both
indoor and outdoor spaces to verify
the design before installation and AV
Expression also provided four wireless
microphone systems, along with a
networked combination CD and media
player.
Kirby concludes, “Using Community, AV
Expression has provided the Fo Guang
Shan North Island temple with modern
solutions. Meeting the multi-purpose
use and acoustic and environmental
challenges, the temple now has great
sounding systems throughout.”
Visit www.communitypro.com, www.
hills.com.au,
www.avexpression.
co.nz for more details.
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ASIA’S FIRST DYNAMIC
THEATRE IN COTAI
MGM Cotai, a HK$26 billion integrated resort is set to open in the fourth quarter of
2017 to bring first-of-its-kind entertainment experiences through its MGM Theatre

MGM Theatre at Cotai
supports a 360-degree
configuration for nightclub
events, talk shows, product
launches and inter national DJs

Situated in Macau, China, MGM Theatre is Asia’s first
dynamic theatre in Cotai, which is designed by Scéno Plus, a
leading performance arts and entertainment design firm. The
Theatre in Cotai features a giant 900 sq m 4K (or ultra HD)
LED screen, is the size of three tennis courts combined and
an ultra-high-resolution live video system.
The first, is said to be the world’s first theatre to offer 28
million pixel of viewing pleasure to its audience. The second,
is an ultra-high-resolution live video system that is able to
capture the audience’s reaction and virtually reflected at real
life size onto the LED wall, giving the public an impression of
looking into a mirror. Upon completion, the MGM Theatre at
Cotai will be home to the world’s largest permanent indoor
LED screen, taking live entertainment a step closer to the
world of mass virtual reality.
It’s been over two years in the making and the Theatre
emphasised on engineering and architectural excellence
during its build that can seat up to 2,000 people in more than
10 different configurations. Every detail has been carefully
selected to ensure the greatest entertainment experience for
all guests.
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“

MGM is synonymous
with entertainment
and we have taken
our deep knowledge
and incorporated it
with cutting-edge
technology to create a
setting that will redefine
and elevate the way
our guests experience
entertainment.

”

- Jim Murren, Chairman & Chief Executive
Officer of MGM Resorts International and
Chairperson & Executive Director of MGM
China Holdings Limited.

The reconfigurable seating was developed by Gala Systems,
the world's largest manufacturer of understage equipment
and the leader in automated multipurpose halls, and will
deliver prime sightlines for every guest. The seats were
designed and manufactured by Poltrona Frau, a well-known
Italian furniture maker with over 100 years of experience and
a seat maker for Ferrari cars.
Empowered by the latest in technology and engineering, the
MGM Theatre at Cotai team can create custom arrangements
for special events, from a traditional concert, fashion show or
movie premiere layout to a 360-degree configuration for talk
shows, product launches and international DJs.
“The MGM Theatre at Cotai brings the future of events to
Macau, today,” said Mr Jim Murren, Chairman & Chief
Executive Officer of MGM Resorts International and
Chairperson & Executive Director of MGM China Holdings
Limited. “MGM is synonymous with entertainment and we
have taken our deep knowledge and incorporated it with
cutting-edge technology to create a setting that will redefine
and elevate the way our guests experience entertainment.”
Expected to open in the fourth quarter of 2017, MGM Cotai is
the latest addition to the MGM portfolio in China.

MGM Theatre at Cotai can
seat up to 2,000 people
in more than 10 different
configurations.
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MIT TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
Artificial Intelligence will not eliminate jobs in Asia, but it will deconstruct them-to the region’s economic advantage, according to MIT Technology Review
Submitted by MIT Technology

• Asian-based senior executives feel AI will significantly
improve their own competitiveness in Asia, especially in
process efficiency and their ability to use customer data to
achieve better insight.
• Despite this, the report’s survey found that only a small
percentage of global firms are currently investing in AI
development in Asian markets specifically.
• HR executives surveyed felt AI and robotics adoption
will cause their roles to evolve over the next five years
to ’productivity management’ roles, encompassing the
management of both human and artificial talent.
• In each of Asia’s economies, AI and automation are already
changing the ways firms manage and develop human talent:
» » Australia is fostering AI development in healthcare,
financial services, and in a green economy focus on
energy and utilities
» » The skills and talent pools created by India’s IT ecosystem
are seen as an asset that could make it a globally
competitive producer of AI software and applications
» » Significant AI research and investment in China give it a
real possibility of securing a leading role in defining AI
globally
» » Singapore is keen to future-proof its economy through
AI, leading to a focus on applications poised to redefine
the city-state’s role as one of the world’s most important
finance centres.
Asia-based senior executives in global firms believe that
the impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotics on their
business performance in Asia will be immediate, profound,
and positive. In Asia's AI agenda: The Deep Dive Editions, MIT
Technology Review is re-examining the technology, venture
capital, government and enterprise strategy trends that are
converging on this region to drive innovation and adoption of
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and how specific Asian markets are
taking advantage of these trends. This was based on a survey
of Asia-based senior executives (including human capital
professionals) to gather perspective of the impact of AI and
robotics on Asia's business landscape.
This holistic view of AI’s trajectory, and how it is manifesting
in each of four markets — Singapore, China, Australia and
India — has revealed that advances in automation technology
are quickly changing the way Asia’s firms manage and develop
their human talent, forcing them to examine the very nature of
what a ‘job’ means.
Overwhelmingly, respondents felt technological advancements
in AI and robotics will have very positive effects on most
industrial sectors in Asia. While much of Asia lacks the depth
of technical skills and R&D facilities needed to keep pace with
AI development, there are significant pockets of the ‘natural
resources’ Asian economies need to promote and develop
their own machine-learning capabilities.
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China, India and other large Asian economies generate
a copious amount of data, which is critical to pushing AI's
capabilities forward. Australia and Singapore, despite
their small sizes, each punch well above their weight in the
development of ‘indigenous’ AI R&D resources, and have
clear visions for how machine learning can complement and
enhance the competitiveness of their established leading
industries.
Ironically, given a common presumption that AI will be
responsible for disintermediation of jobs at all levels, it is
Asia's massive human capital dividend — the billions of
constantly Internet-connected workers and consumers – that
will propel AI development in the region farther and faster. AI
may start to disintermediate roles and responsibilities across
Asia’s economies, but it will enhance and redefine far more
capabilities, and increase the productivity of all firms and
workers.
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About Asia’s AI Agenda: The Deep Dive Editions
Asia’s AI Agenda: The Deep Dive Editions is a series of briefing papers by MIT
Technology Review. It is a follow-on project to research published in October 2016,
which surveyed business leaders from across the Asia-Pacific region. New insights
were gained through in-depth interviews conducted between May and June of 2017.
We would like to thank all participants in this research project as well as the sponsor,
human capital management solutions provider ADP. MIT Technology Review has
collected and reported on all findings contained in this paper independently, regardless
of participation or sponsorship.

About MIT Technology Review
MIT Technology Review’s mission is to equip its audiences
with the intelligence to understand and contribute to a world
shaped by technology. Founded at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1899, MIT Technology Review
derives its authority from the world's foremost technology
institution and from its editors' deep technical knowledge,
capacity to see technologies in their broadest context, and
unequalled access to leading innovators and researchers.

Access to the full papers:
- The original Asia’s AI Agenda paper http://mit-tr.co/ai-asia (in Chinese: http://mit-tr.co/ai-asiaCN)
- The Asia’s AI Agenda - The Deep Dive Edition: Australia http://mit-tr.co/ai-asia_AU
- The Asia’s AI Agenda - The Deep Dive Edition: China http://mit-tr.co/ai-asia_CN (in Chinese: http://mit-tr.co/ai-asia_CNCN)
- The Asia’s AI Agenda - The Deep Dive Edition: India http://mit-tr.co/ai-asia_IN
- The Asia’s AI Agenda - The Deep Dive Edition: Singapore http://mit-tr.co/ai-asia_SG
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GENERATION "I" AND
THE FUTURE OF TV
Some predictions for 2017
Words By Dr Shay David, Co -founder, President and GM Media and Telecom, Kaltura
The ar ticle has been edited from its original whitepaper release to fit into page limits.

A (VERY) SHORT HISTORY OF TV
TV was and remains one of the most rapidly and widely
adopted technologies ever. Within three decades from first
field tests, by 1970, Colour TV was present in more than 80
percent of homes across the United States. After a few years
of standards and patent wars, the technology landscape
stabilised: a terrestrial network of broadcasting towers, each
sending signals over the air to local metro or rural areas, with
the programming being a mix of national content controlled by
a handful of networks and local content controlled by affiliates.
Within this technological framework, the business model was
also soon stabilised around the simple idea of advertisers
buying access to audience both locally and nationally. TV was
a mass-medium where the content produced was expected
to be seen by millions (or tens of millions) of consumers,
and was paid for by advertising revenue. There was a neat
separation and division of labour between content owners,
broadcasters (who mostly owned and produced content as
well), and advertisers.
THE RISE OF GENERATION “I” AND THE EVOLVING
LANDSCAPE OF TV TODAY
So what changed? By most accounts the culprit was the
Internet. If before Video killed the radio star, now the Internet
had its hands at TV’s throat. Supposedly ratings where
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declining because consumers could now access a plethora
of content by other means; the audience, while still growing,
is highly fragmented. At the same time, the Internet bought
with it a culture of ‘free’ content and given access to free
content, consumers are reluctant to pay high subscription
fees for TV. So on the surface, the end result was that both of
TV’s business models came under pressure at the same time.
Perhaps there is an easy fix, some thought, for example, moving
to programmatic advertising models (that can aggregate
consumers across sites and shows) or reducing subscription
fees. But a deeper look suggests more fundamental changes
are taking place. Behind these scary numbers hides a story
of a new generation of consumers, often referred to as
millennials, or Gen Y. These are the kids who grew up with
the Internet as a second nature, just like most adults living
today grew up with electricity. Only they are not kids anymore.
They are now a massive economic force, which we can call
Generation “I”, both for the small ‘i’ of iPhones and iPads,
and for the capital “I” of Individuals. For these consumers,
technology in general and media particularly needs to fade
into the background. What remains, or should remain, is a
user experience that is centred on the individual and follows
that individual across space and time. Generation “I” demands
a new model for television, that varies from the old model in
several key dimensions.
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The common thread among these variations is that
in the new model the experience is centred not on
technical limitations of devices or networks but around
the individual. In this new world TV becomes a personal,
on-the-go, individually tailored experience where each
user controls the programming, the location, the device,
and to a large extent the economic relations. Gone are
the days where TV was a network dependent, location
specific, mass experience at a pre-determined cost.
These consumer sensibilities, of course, did not develop
overnight; they had been ushered in by the capabilities
of the web, new mobile computing platforms, and rapid
adoption of broadband. It had been evident for some
time that users want more control, choice and mobility,
and the incumbents have long understood these macro
trends (one case in point is the development of VOD
services over traditional cable networks, an attempt by
the cable-companies to delay the inevitable.) But for
the most part, TV executives at both service providers
and content companies were in denial about the
consequences. Cord cutters, cord-shavers (people who
keep basic cable service, but shave all the premium
packages) and cord-nevers (young people who establish
their own household but never sign up for cable) were
like Yeti – monsters that were ‘out there’ but just not in
Big-TV’s back yard. Until they were. This month marks
10 years to the launch of the iPhone. If the ‘end of TV is
at least a decade away’, here we are.
But something else was happening in the background
as well– the industry was being disrupted not only by
changing consumer behaviour but also by challengers
from within and without the industry. While most
incumbents were playing defense, protecting their cash

cows for as long as they could, a set of companies,
epitomised by Netflix, Google, Apple, Facebook and
Amazon understood the huge potential of re-inventing
TV by breaking some of the rules. The outcome is the
rise of two new key segments: massive aggregators
and social networks. If before the division of labour
called for content owners to produce content and
service providers to amass users, these new groups
blur the lines. Is Apple just an aggregator with its iTunes
service? For all intents and purposes it’s also a service
provider – it amasses an audience, it handles billing
and customer care, it promotes content. Is Netflix just a
distributor? Not at all as it also invests heavily in original
programming, and even won a few Emmy’s. And what
about Facebook, and Snap? Supposedly those are
‘social networks’ that allow users to talk about TV,
an augmentation to the old model, but in reality, with
instant Live broadcast capabilities, and content curation
for both live and on-demand content, millions of users
now tune in to the social networks before they switch
on their TV. Moreover, the lines between these groups
of companies are getting blurred (see diagram below).
Google Fiber is an outright assault on service providers.
Twitter recently bought Football broadcasting rights.
YouTube broadcast the recent presidential debates
live, just like the networks. And amazon, in addition
to spending billions on original content production
also spent $970M dollars buying Twitch, a company
specialising in broadcasting live playback of video
games, as if they were spectator sports taking away
from traditional sports ratings. If content is king and
distribution is queen, all of the players must agree on
one thing: the consumers are the princes and princesses
for whom this kingdom ultimately falls.
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PREDICTIONS FOR 2017
Why couldn’t my girls watch a movie
we just rented on another set-top-box –
becomes easier to decipher. It is simply
the result of a service provider not
adapting fast enough in a world that is
moving at break neck speed. Decades
of investment in infrastructure are not
easy to unwind. The industry is moving
in a clear direction. It is adapting as a
whole, pushed to new capabilities by
challengers that are blurring the lines.
But there will be winners and there will
be losers, and those who won’t adapt
just won’t survive. With all this in mind,
here are some predictions for the next
12 months.
WHAT WON’T HAPPEN
1. Linear TV won’t die in the next
12 months. At least in the US, most
households still consume TV on a big
screen and pay a monthly bill for cable.
The trends are undeniable anymore, but
it will take at least 3-5 years (some say
7-10) for Live/Linear TV to really die.
There is simply too much investment in
infrastructure and too many long-term
content deals in place for this to happen
over-night.
2.
VR/AR/MR/360
won’t
replace
regular 2D experiences. While these
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technologies are the ultimate media for
Generation I, a media experience fully
centered on the individual, they are still
not mainstream, and it will take several
more years. It will take 3-4 years (that
is 2 or 3 cycles of Moore’s law) for the
devices to reach an affordable price
point (today, a high end VR headset with
the computer needed to run it can cost
about $1000), and it will take a few more
years after that for quality content to
emerge. There are very interesting early
use cases for the technology, but they
won’t go mainstream in 2017.
3. Consumers won’t (yet) have full
control or become independent of
existing incumbents. Regulation, long
term content contracts, industry inertia
all get in the way of innovation. Why
does Netflix or Apple not launch a live
TV service as has been rumoured for so
many years? The short answer – it’s not
that easy. Whether consumers like it or
not, there is actually not an affordable,
easy to use replacement for Monday
Night football on the big screen. At
least not yet. It’s coming but it’s not
yet here at scale as it requires a level
of technological sophistication and
availability of broadband that is not yet
ready for main street.
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN IN 2017
1. Content owners move from defense to offense. It is the year
of experimentation in over the top (OTT). There is not a single
large content provider that had not either already launched
or is in the process of launching a direct to consumer OTT
service. We can expect a plethora of these services to launch
in 2017. From Studio’s back catalogue film-buff offerings, to
expat-focused oversees services, to live dedicated sports
channels for surfing or motor-sports or to faith-based live and
on demand channels. 2017 is the year of OTT.
2. Continued consolidation across the industry. In the face of
challenges by the big tech behemoths, the existing service
providers are in a frenzy of consolidation. We’re seeing a
global trend of mobile operators buying fixed line operators,
fixed line operators buying satellite companies, and operators
buying content. The incumbents believe in strength in
numbers, and for good reason. Owning lots of content or
lots of users gives an edge in the ability to negotiate further
content and distribution deals as well as economic rationale
for the massive investment in new infrastructure necessary to
launch next-gen services.
3. Software will continue to replace hardware as TV moves to
the cloud. This is a macro trend that continues to accelerate.
In CES this year there were just TVs, not smart TV for the
simple reason that now every TV is smart. Nobody is buying
non-smart TVs anymore. What this means is that over time
we’ll see the STB disappear into the TV. For this to fully happen
recording functions of the STB need to move to the cloud, and
we can expect to see first large scale commercial services with
Cloud-DVR launch in 2017. And then, not in 2017 but perhaps
beginning in 2019, with the launch of 5G mobile networks, the
networking functions themselves will come from outside the
home, replacing the one last remaining box, the home router.
The future of TV is in the cloud.
4. Internationalisation. In many areas of the world TV has a
higher household penetration than electricity and/or sanitation
services. It’s a global world. After Netflix’s huge international
push in 2016, we can expect to see many US brands go global
in 2017 with OTT services, and many International offerings be
available in the US.
5. Continued innovation. Regardless of any other predictions
one thing is sure. 2017 will continue to be a year of massive
innovation in the TV industry. After broadcast and cable, we’re
now witnessing the third age of TV, and with more content,
more viewers, more social interactions in, within, and around
TV, arguably this is truly the golden age of Television.
For more information, visit www.kaltura.com.
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About Kaltura
Kaltura’s mission is to power any video experience. A recognised leader in the OTT TV
(Over-the-top TV), OVP (Online Video Platform), EdVP (Education Video Platform), and
EVP (Enterprise Video Platform) markets, Kaltura is deployed globally in thousands
of media companies, service providers, enterprises, and educational institutions and
engages hundreds of millions of viewers at home, at work, and at school.

About The Author
Dr. Shay David is a scholar and serial entrepreneur. He is
the co-founder, of Kaltura, and the President and General
Manager of Kaltura’s Media and Telecom business. He
is also an alum fellow of Yale Law School’s Information
Society Project. He lives in Brooklyn with his wife and two
daughters and without a cable subscription.
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CORETRONIC ACQUIRES BRITISH
IMAGE PROCESSING COMPANY,
CALIBRE
BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE, UK: Coretronic
Corporation (Coretronic), Taiwan, established
in Hsinchu Science Park, is a manufacturer of
DLP projectors, interactive projection system,
projection module, LCD backlight module,
Touch module, industrial and medical LCD
display, commercial LCD display. The company
has recently completed the acquisition
of Calibre, a privately held British image
processing technology manufacturer based in
Bradford, Yorkshire, UK.
Coretronic manufactures the largest number of
DLP® projectors in the world, and is the ODM
supplier to the majority of the world’s Tier 1 DLP
projector brands. The acquisition of Calibre
expands Coretronic’s technology capability
by the addition of Calibre’s compelling range
of class leading HQUltra image processing
technology and in-house R&D capabilities.
“It reflects Coretronic’s strategy to strengthen
its leading position in display and image
processing technology with a rich set of
capabilities afforded by the Calibre team.
This will help Coretronic Group with its plans
to further advance in the pro-av markets as
well as assisting with entry into the rapidly
expanding direct-view LED display markets,”
enthused SY Chen, President at Coretronic,
Taiwan.
“The acquisition will accelerate the company
into new markets as well as to help Coretronic
continue to drive its move to being an all-round
display systems provider. In particular Calibre
will leverage Coretronic Group’s wide reaching
sales coverage and growing pro-av channel
sales, particularly in Asia, North America and
Europe.”
Former Calibre CEO, Tim Brooksbank will lead
as Managing Director of Calibre UK Ltd, now a
wholly owned subsidiary of Coretronic.
“We’re delighted to become part of the
Coretronic family. We share a common
entrepreneurial ethos driven by market
development, innovation and above all
customer satisfaction. This opens up new
opportunities
for
Calibre’s
technology,
products and staff as part of the worldwide
Coretronic Group,” said Brooksbank.
www.calibreuk.com
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T im Brooksbank, Managing Director of Calibre UK
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MCC-4K:
MOTION COMPENSATED
UHD CONVERTER

MCC-4K

TOKYO, JAPAN: Developed by UK-based company InSync Technology,
FOR-A first debuted the MCC-4K unit earlier this year and the motion
compensated UHD converter is designed to provide high-quality frame
rate and format conversion for HD/3G/4K UHD signals.
“The MCC-4K will be used for international 4K sports production, including
soccer coverage from Europe to North America, as well as hockey coverage
from North America to Europe. We also used it for frame rate conversion
of tennis to Japan for up-res to 8K,” said Andy Grant, Chief Executive for
Galaxy Light & Power.
The MCC-4K is ideal for live frame rate conversion applications where UHD
content sourced at a chosen production frame rate needs to be converted
to other frame rates for international contribution and distribution, including
sports, concerts and breaking news environments. The MCC-4K makes
simultaneous transmissions in UHD and HD easy, and is also a perfect
solution for integrating HD and 3G content into UHD programming.
Offering support for quad link 2SI or SQD format, as well as single link
6G/12G BNC and SFP optical connectivity, the MCC-4K offers HDR support
with dynamic range conversion between PQ, HLG, S-Log 3, Canon Log
2, SDR and other log curves. It also provides colour gamut conversion
between ITU-R BT.709 and ITU-R BT.2020 standards.
The MCC-4K motion compensated converter is the latest offering in
FOR-A’s line of frame rate converters, which includes the also recently
introduced FRC-9000, along with the FRC-30 and UFM-30FRC units.
InSync Technology is an Employee-Owned business providing product
design and manufacturing services to broadcast and related markets.
Hardware products developed by InSync are sold through market-leading
OEMs and reseller partnerships. Software products are available both
directly from InSync and from software system partners.
www.insync.tv
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TECH STORM SIGNS MOU WITH ALADDIN
STREET SINGAPORE AS COMMERCE
PARTNER AND COLLABORATES ON
BESPOKE GADGETS FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA
SINGAPORE: Tech Storm is a next-generation media
that delivers inspiring video, 24-hour TV channel that
covers 25 pan-Asian countries and editorial content
to satisfy a fast-growing global community of tech
loving fans across Asia Pacific markets; helping them
discover technology industry’s coolest inventions
and the entrepreneurs behind them.
Aladdin Street Singapore is said to be the world’s first
premium quality products and halal e-marketplace
as part of the Aladdin Group across 29 countries.
The network covers a global population footprint
of approximately four billion consumers, across
countries such as China, India, Indonesia, Thailand,
Vietnam, Japan, South Korea, Australia, New
Zealand, the Middle East, the United Kingdom and
America.
Debbie Lee, Founder & Chief Executive Officer of
Tech Storm said: “The Asia Pacific e-commerce
market is worth more than US$567 billion, what we
see is the rapid increase of interest and purchase
in the premium bespoke tech gadget category. This
collaboration with a pure e-marketplace platform like
Aladdin Street Singapore to showcase our content
team’s curated panel of gadgets, new innovations
will attract discerning and trend savvy users. Asian
fans who follow Tech Storm’s curated gadget content
can now click and buy what they see on our partner’s
e-marketplace. The appetite for tech content is
insatiable; this incredibly powerful partnership will be
a force to be reckoned with.”
“We want to enrich our users’ buying experience
on our e-marketplace beyond just the browsing,
shopping experience but to entertain them with
amazing quality tech-related videos and articles
that the Tech Storm team has produced. Most
importantly, it is the value and integrity of the curated
offerings of bespoke, premium tech gadgets for our
customers," said Andy Yun, Chief Executive Officer
of Aladdin Street Singapore.
Tech Storm has produced and showcased their
original scripted series titled “Storm Bytes”, a
magazine series that covers the coolest tech
innovations, inventions, social media and their
inventors. The series is hosted by celebrities,
Benjamin Kheng and Erin Lim on a high definition 24hour satellite TV channel this year across Southeast
Asia.
www.techstorm.tv
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Debbie Lee, Founder & Chief
Executive Officer of Tech Storm

About Tech Storm
Tech Storm is a next-generation
media that inspires a global
community of tech loving fans across
twenty Asia Pacific markets and
help discover technology industry’s
rising mega stars. We give made-inAsia entrepreneurs and innovators a
dedicated media platform for global
recognition. Tech Storm delights
fans with cutting edge, awardwinning reality shows, engaging TV
series, experiential VR content and
original scripted productions across
a 24-hour satellite broadcast, OverThe-Top (OTT), online and mobile
screens; together with a digital
editorial digest online.
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QVEST MEDIA IS A NEW FULL
MEMBER OF THE ALLIANCE FOR
IP MEDIA SOLUTIONS
COLOGNE, GERMANY: Qvest Media,
a leading systems architect and ICT
integrator of broadcast and media
technology, has joined the Alliance
for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) as a full
member. The non-profit organisation
unites companies in the broadcast,
IT and media sectors and develops a
comprehensive set of IP standards.
With the membership, and as a systems
integrator, Qvest Media supports the
global commitment of AIMS and actively
promotes the necessary transformation
of SDI- to IP- and cloud-based
structures.
AIMS is a global association of
manufacturers,
broadcasters
and
technology pioneers, and has the goal
to draft a joint roadmap which supports
media companies in their change from
serial digital interface (SDI) systems to
flexible and seminal internet protocol (IP)
based structures.
Daniel Url, Managing Director
of Qvest Media in Europe

As a specialist for digitisation in the
media sector, Qvest Media has been
playing an active role for many years,
with innovative approaches for further
developments in the industry. The
full membership in the AIMS initiative
enables Qvest Media to incorporate
gained experience and internal expertise
into the definition and development of IP
standards.
“AIMS makes it possible for in-depth
exchanges with international partners,
organisations and thought leaders who
all have the same vision as we do: to
help shape the future of the broadcast
and media industry and support users in
their digital transformation,” says Daniel
Url, Managing Director of Qvest Media
in Europe.
The multivendor and open standard
approach of the AIMS roadmap will
enable
broadcasters
and
media
professionals to reduce time and costs
for developing new technologies, adapt
their business models to changes in
consumer behaviour and present their
content accordingly in a diverse manner.
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MATROX GRAPHICS UNVEILED
IP KVM & QUAD 4K
ENTERPRISE ENCODER
MONTREAL: During the recent IBC 2017, Matrox Graphics
demonstrated its latest in KVM and encoding products to
address extension and AV-over-IP requirements for broadcast
applications. The Maevex 6150 quad 4K enterprise encoder
appliance were on display, with Matrox Graphics product
experts available to answer questions on the full lineup of
multi-display, video wall, KVM, and networked encoding
products.
Matrox Maevex 6150 – Quad 4K Enterprise Encoder
Appliance
The Maevex 6150 quad 4K enterprise encoder appliance
delivers quad 4K input capture and encode, supporting
multiple streams (local or to the cloud) and recordings –
simultaneously. Integrating seamlessly with standard 1 Gigabit
Ethernet networks, Maevex 6150 delivers zero-latency passthrough for real-time management of audio/video content on
up to four 4K displays.
Built on the open-standard H.264 codec, Maevex 6150 offers
compatibility with all computers, devices, and networks,
including the full range of Maevex Series products as well
as third-party technologies. Supporting RTSP, RTMP and
HLS streaming protocols, the Maevex 6150 quad encoder
appliance can deliver an unlimited number of streams through
a wide variety of third-party technologies such as streaming
media servers, content delivery networks (CDNs), and others.
www.matrox.com/graphics
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DAVINCI RESOLVE 14

DaV inci Resolve 14 includes new multi user features

The new multi user features of DaVinci Resolve 14 eliminate
the need for importing, exporting, translating and conforming
projects. Users no longer have to wait for a locked edit before
starting colour and audio work. Switching between editing,
colour and audio is just a single click away. That means picture
editors, colourists, and sound editors can all work in parallel,
making DaVinci Resolve 14 the fastest way to edit, grade, mix
and deliver projects.
In addition to the performance improvements, editors also
get new slip and slide trim commands, making it easier to
dynamically trim live on the fly during playback. They can now
save interface layout presets, view multiple bins at once and
open multiple bin windows. New marker overlays, audio only
and video only edit tools, track colours, and subframe audio
editing make it the world’s most powerful creative editor.
For colourists, there are over 20 new Resolve FX filters that
make it easy to remove dust, fix dead pixels, warp images and
more. The amazing new face enhancement tool automatically
recognises and tracks facial features so colourists can quickly
smooth skin, adjust skin tone, brighten eyes, and even change
lip colour, all without having to manually select or rotoscope
any part of the image. The face enhancement tool is an
indispensable feature that colourists will use every single day.
In addition, there are new stabilisation, match move, and other
image processing tools that give colourists more creative
options than ever before.
www.blackmagicdesign.com
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SEMTECH ANNOUNCES DEFINITIVE
AGREEMENT TO ACQUIRE APTOVISION
CAMARILLO, CALIFORNIA: Semtech Corporation, a leading
supplier of analogue, mixed-signal semiconductors and
algorithms, announced recently the signing of a definitive
agreement to acquire AptoVision Technologies, a privatelyheld provider of uncompressed, zero-frame latency, Video
over IP solutions addressing the exciting Pro AV market. The
acquisition is expected to add over 30 employees based in
Montreal. AptoVision's CEO, Kamran Ahmed, will join Semtech
reporting to Gary Beauchamp, Executive Vice President and
General Manager of Semtech's Signal Integrity Products Group.
Under the terms of the purchase agreement, Semtech will
acquire the outstanding equity interests of AptoVision for a
cash purchase price of $28 million and additional contingent
consideration of up to $47 million subject to achieving certain
future financial goals. Semtech expects to fund the purchase
price using its current cash assets.
High-definition (HD) and ultra-high-definition (UHD) video
are proliferating in all aspects of today's life from public
places such as airports and rail stations to retail, sports
venues, corporate, and academia. HD and UHD video offer
an enhanced, immersive experience, and AptoVision's
BlueRiver™ technology addresses the need for flexible
software defined AV that can be carried over low-cost IP
networks without compression or latency which is critical to
support these applications.
Software Defined Video over Ethernet (SDVoE™) is the only
approach to Video over IP based on an interoperable ecosystem
of Pro AV products and companies, and AptoVision's
BlueRiver™ technology is the underlying technology driving
SDVoE applications and ecosystem. The technology is being
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quickly adopted into Pro AV applications, and several tier one
companies are launching SDVoE-based products.
The unique combination of AptoVision's advanced algorithms
for real-time, full bandwidth video transmission over IP
networks, and Semtech's industry leading high-speed signal
integrity and chip development expertise is expected to enable
SDVoE to accelerate this natural progression in the evolution
of video transport.
"Semtech is a leader in the SDI broadcast video market and
with the acquisition of AptoVision's pioneering BlueRiver
technology for Video over IP, we are further expanding
our opportunity into the fast growing Pro AV market and
solidifying our commitment to the video industry," stated Gary
Beauchamp.
"AptoVision has enabled its customers to lead the transition of
the Pro AV market away from matrix switching and into Video
over IP," said Kamran Ahmed. "Becoming part of Semtech,
with its global infrastructure, will increase our ability to serve
customers as they continue to reshape the Pro AV space."
The acquisition, subject to customary closing conditions, is
expected to close during the Company's current fiscal quarter.
Semtech does not expect the acquisition to have any material
impact to the financial outlook for its second quarter of fiscal
year 2018 that was provided on May 31, 2017. The Company
expects the deal to be neutral to its fiscal year 2018 nonGAAP earnings and to be accretive to its fiscal year 2019 nonGAAP earnings.
www.aptovision.com | www.semtech.com
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BROADCASTASIA 2017
During the recent BroadcastAsia2017, show delegates and visitors could sign up for
the specific technology themed-guided tours with trending topics on Digital Asset
Management, Live Production + Sportscasting and IP Broadcasting. The technology
tours covered Data / Video Analytics and TV Everywhere (OTT). Andrea Sim reports.

Guided Tour on Day 3 (Data/V ideo Analytics insights)

Data/Video Analytics
Participating companies for Data/Video Analytics are
Broadpeak, DellEMC, Nice People At Work, Oracle and
Soliton. This segment targets broadcasters and OTT players
who receive large amount of data and how they can take
contents to a more compelling height, to determine and
optimise adverts and to match both operations and needs
of their viewers, and more. Receiving huge amount of data
may not be useful without the help of data/video analytics to
analyse content and effectively utilise it.
TV Everywhere (OTT)
Supported by Aws elemental, Brightcove, Corpus, Diagnal,
IBM and Kaltura, TV Everywhere (OTT) illustrated consumers’

viewing habits along with the changing times. With many
turning to online news and streaming video-on-demand online
on-the-go, according to Adobe Q1 2016 Digital Benchmark
report, TVE video viewing grew 58 percent QoQ and 107
percent YoY. The technology tour for TV Everywhere (OTT)
showed latest non-linear broadcasting solutions innovations.
Led by professional guides to the participating exhibitors
(pictured above), each exhibitor gave an exclusive 10-minute
demonstration to attendees. Exhibitors demonstrated latest
innovation and key trends relevant for businesses, education
institutions as well as the broadcast, production and preproduction industry scouring for products and solutions.
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www.broadpeak.tv
With the increasing appetite of users
for video content consumption, how
can content providers gain more control
over the delivery of their video content?
Cloud PVR Solution supports Cloud
Time-Shifting, Start Over, Catch-up TV
and Cloud PVR services. Optimised
writing bandwidth and storage usage: a
piece of a live content is recorded only
once in one format.

www.nicepeopleatwork.com
Youbora Infinity provides a holistic
integrated video analytics and business
intelligence platform for online video
services, to gather and combine data
before, during, and after the video
playback providing clear birds-eye view
of how your platform performs and your
audience behaves.
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https://singapore.emc.com
The new generation Isilon is simple to
manage, and it is designed to deliver
extreme performance to support a wide
range of file workloads, featuring also
the ultra-dense hardware design and
automated, optimised storage tiering.

www.oracle.com
By integrating Oracle DIVA Cloud
Service with the Storage Cloud Service
Archive Storage, digital media assets
may now be stored on the lowest cost
cloud storage in the industry. The
standard in digital media management
features include cloud-enabled disaster
recovery and business continuity,
optimised for managing large volumes
of rich media assets, integrated with
150+ production, playout, editing and
media asset management applications
and more.

http://solitonsystems.com
Smart-telecaster Zao-S is said to be the
world’s smallest mobile H.265 HEVC
hardware encoder. It enables full HD
live video mobile transmission of live
events via 4G from remote locations, to
anywhere in the world, with a simple unit
attached to the camera.
ConnectTechAsia2018 will encompass
CommunicAsia, BroadcastAsia, and the
new event NXTAsia, where technology,
ideas, and business converge, reflecting
the pulse of Asia today.
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1
FINE 470 BSW
By FINE ART
www.fineart-light.com
Beam + Spot + Wash Moving Head Light

2
FINE 420L PERF
By FINE ART
www.fineart-light.com
LED Moving Head Light

3
ASTRA 6X LED PANEL
By BEXEL
www.bexel.com
Bexel's New Inventory Of Astra 6X Lights

1
OPTICAL SYSTEM
Lamp Type: Philips MSD Platinum 20 R
Beam Angle: 0.3°- 2.5°
Spot Angle: 4°- 50°
Wash Angle: 11°- 28°
COLOUR SYSTEM
CMY infinite colour mixing system
3 colour wheels overlay for rich colour system to
realise colour rainbow
GOBO SYSTEM
1 rotating gobo wheel with 6 gobos (pluggable) + white
1 fixed gobo wheel with 18 gobos + white
EFFECT EQUIPMENT
Independent frost effect
1 Self-rotating 8-facet prism, bi-directional rotation
1 rotating 4-facet gradient prism
Animation wheel can be overlaid with rotating gobo
wheel and fixed gobo wheel
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3

The 420L PERF with framing system
uses 420W LED module as its light
source. It combines Gamma correction
dimming, unique optical design and a
wide optical lens diameter of 120mm
to create a uniform spot light and
ensure a luminous flux which exceeds
13500lm. With a zoom range of 7° 42°, the precise positioning cutting
system is capable of cutting any
graphics you create to meet your
needs. The LED module offers longer
life span, lower power, environmental
protection, and is energy saving.

The next-generation Litepanels Astra
6X LED panel is 50 percent brighter
than the first-generation Astra light
and six times brighter than Litepanels'
original 1 x 1 panel and draws less
power than its predecessor, which
allows for longer battery run time. In
addition to delivering higher-quality
colour rendering, the panels can be
powered by professional camera
batteries, making them ideal for
productions looking to save power
and reduce costs.

PRODUCT
INNOVATIONS

5
MICROFLEX™

4
C500

By SHURE
www.shure.com/asia

By 4 EVAC
www.4evac.com

Microflex™ Complete Conferencing System

4 EVAC’s C500 Voice Alarm

7
SSW SIGN

6
OZ AND ALICE

By CRESTRON
www.crestron.com

By ROBERT JULIAT
www.robertjuliat.com

SSW Room Availability Hallway Sign

Robert Juliat’s New Powerful LED Followspots, Oz And Alice

4

5

6

7

Designed and manufactured in
Europe, the C500 drives two
‘live-stream’ audio channels
and one serial data channel
(RS485) over a redundant
Global-Network-Loop
into
global zones and operates a
3-channel message player that
sends synchronised audio into
the local zones. The Compact
500 is able to generate five
different audio streams to play
simultaneously into all the local
zones.

The Microflex Complete system
includes a range of portable and
flush-mount conferencing units
that can be easily integrated
into any room design, from
contemporary meeting spaces
to historic buildings. Each
conferencing unit includes a
microphone, loudspeaker, and
controls, putting a compact but
complete sound system close
to the user for outstanding
clarity in rooms of any size.
A
colour
touchscreen
on
selected models provides clear
access to controls and meeting
information.

Meet Oz and Alice, the
newest additions to the RJ
followspot
family,
featuring
600W cool white LED source
and the same functions and
characteristics offered by the
brand’s classic Compact range.
Long- and short-throw models
respectively, Oz and Alice
are the first LED professional
followspots to deliver a high
output comparable with that of
1200W discharge followspots.
Their compact dimensions and
silent operation are coupled
with the benefits of no heat,
smooth electronic dimming –
locally or remotely via DMX –
and no lamp-change for less
maintenance.

Finding a free meeting room in
a Crestron powered enterprise
just got even easier. With the
new SSW Room Availability
Hallway Sign, office workers
simply take a quick glance
down the hallway. Wall mounted
outside meeting rooms, the
SSW illuminates bright green
to indicate an available room,
and red to indicate an occupied
room. The SSW is perfectly
visible from up to 50 feet away
and yet highly energy efficient,
utilising less than 2W.
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BROADCAST INDONESIA
2017 RETURNS FOR THE
SECOND YEAR RUNNING
Organised by Pamerindo Indonesia, The International
Digital Multimedia & Entertainment Technology Exhibition &
Conference, Broadcast Indonesia, will take place from Oct
25 to 27, 2017 at Jakarta International Expo, Kemayoran,
Indonesia.

25 - 27 Oct 2017

Wednesday – Friday
Jakarta International Expo

www.Broadcast-Indonesia.com

The 2nd International Digital
Multimedia and Entertainment
Technology Exhibition & Conference

In its second edition, Broadcast Indonesia with its expanded
exhibition area will witness the gathering of industry
professionals and experts from the broadcasting, production
and related sectors. Network, connect and obtain the latest
technological updates from the experts and be part of the
country’s leading digital multimedia & entertainment event.
Broadcast Indonesia 2017 is a comprehensive showcase
for the Broadcasting, Digital Multimedia, Entertainment,
Enterprises & telecommunication Industries. The show will
be attended by decision makers, major equipment importers,
distributors and agents from the broadcasting, production
and other relevant sectors.

Key Focus Areas
Broadcast Indonesia 2017 will showcase Antennas,
Transmitter and Towers, Cameras / Lenses, Digital Display,
Digital Media Asset Management & Storage, IPTV / OTT,
Microwave/RF Accessories, Newsroom Automation, Set Top
Boxes, Workflow Software & Solutions, Professional Audio
and many more.

Key Presentation Topics
From the communications, broadcast/media and tech
disruptors include:
• Championing the Digital Economy Roadmap
• Discovering the Borderless Potential of Artificial Intelligence
and Deep Learning
• Exploiting Opportunities in Big Data and the Future of Data
Management
• Startup Giants Fireside Chat: Builders of Future Indonesia
• Managing the Diversity of Cyber Threats: How Should
Organisations React and Prepare Their Defense?
• Embracing a Customer-First Strategy: Envisioning the
Future of TV

Opportunity Hotspot
Ministry of Communications & Information Technology
Indonesia, propose adoption of DVB-T2 for free-to-air digital
broadcasts. Indonesia will go fully digital in 2018.
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INTER BEE 2017
The Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries
Association (JEITA: Toshiaki Higashihara, Chairman /
President and Chief Executive Officer of Hitachi, Ltd.) will
hold Inter BEE 2017 at Makuhari Messe, Chiba, from Nov
15-17. The three-day show event is a professional exhibition
for the audio, video and communications industry. With the
exhibition slogan, titled “What Will You Do Next?”, tells the
World of the Possibilities of New Media Inter BEE, which has
been held since the year after the Tokyo Olympics in 1964.

Exhibitors And
Visitors Is Expected To
Increase In 2017 ///
The show saw a record number of 1,090 exhibitors
and 38,047 visitors over three days at Inter BEE
2016. The show organiser aims to bring even more
exhibitors and visitors to Inter BEE 2017.

More Featured
Exhibitions at
Inter Bee ///
There will be four exhibitor categories (Professional
Audio Equipment, Video Expression/Professional
Lighting, Video Production/Broadcast Equipment
and ICT/Cross Media), special projects and varied
conferences held by industry professionals for
professionals.
In addition, INTER BEE IGNITION, will be showcasing
new video expressions; INTER BEE EXPERIENCE, an
audio experience demo corner; INTER BEE CREATIVE,
will be revealing the frontline of creative production;
and INTER BEE CONNECTED, will be introducing
the latest trends in broadcasting and communication
cooperation.

The broadcasting media has undergone repeated growth
and development over the past half a century – from black
and white to colour, from analogue to digital and from SDTV
to HDTV. The switch to new 4K/8K broadcasting started in
2016. Moreover, as Japan moves towards 2020, the eyes
of the world will be on Japan as it prepares to kick-start
the most renowned global event – The Olympic Games! Inter
BEE, which has grown together with the development of
broadcasting media, will play a part in expressing its desire to
“tell the world of the possibilities of new media” for Olympic
Games Tokyo.
www.inter-bee.com

Three Year Plan ///
The aim of Inter BEE is becoming a Comprehensive
Media Event towards its transformation into a
comprehensive media event encompassing the
technical elements of “making (producing),” “sending
(transmitting)” and “receiving (experiencing)” content
over the next three years. With this “content”
positioned in place, it serves as a core opportunity to
present new user experiences in the media industry
in the age of digital transformation with 2017 to 2019
serving as one span.

Informative And
Meaningful Business
Exchange ///
With focussed sessions, Inter BEE 2017 will provide
opportunities for effective and meaningful information
exchange and business creation for all exhibitors and
visitors.
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EXPERIENCE SOUND PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGIES AT
PROLIGHT + SOUND SHANGHAI 2017
The Recording and Production Zone will return once again
this October, occupying an enlarged space in Hall N1 of the
Shanghai New International Expo Centre. Running from Oct
11-14, the expanded area at Prolight + Sound Shanghai,
China will feature even more leading international brands,
as well as an integrated fringe programme that will highlight
a range of cutting edge expertise from across the entire
recording industry.
The global recording sector will see strong support from
Austria, Bulgaria, China, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Japan,
Taiwan, the UK and the US. Numerous new brands, such as
Antelope, Ferrofish, Genelec, Klang Technologies, Lewitt and
RME are looking to capitalise on the abundant opportunities
in the market by exhibiting in the zone.
Meanwhile, returning brands this year include Ableton, Adam,
AKG, Apogee, Audio-technica, Digitech, DPA, Focusrite,
JBL, KRK, Novation, Rupert Neve, sE, Shure, Soundcraft,
Superlux, Tascam and Universal Audio. Together, they will
unveil a variety of recording products and technologies for
output equipment, recording and monitoring equipment,
audio processing equipment, as well as external and
functional equipment.
Held concurrently at the Recording and Production Zone
are a series of technical training sessions, networking
opportunities, product demonstrations and sound studios to
boost development opportunities and promote collaboration.

Sound @ PLSS Studio Area
The Sound @ PLSS Studio area will provide attendees the
opportunity to experience the latest sound technologies
available in the market. Many new brands participating,
include AEA, AMS Neves, Audient, Avid, BAE, Charter
Oak, Coleman Audio, Dynaudio, FLEA, GML, Great River,
Heritage, Kemper, Latch Lake, MAAG, Melo, Midi Plus,
NOS, Phoenix, Teqeler and Wunder. SKS Music China, a
local distributor looking to capitalise on the strong recording
market, has decided to join the studio for the first time. In
view of the growing market potential, SKS Music China plans
to reveal its latest recording microphones from British brand
Sontronics, as well as a variety of products for broadcasting
and recording studios.
Recording Technology Forum
Here, industry players can engage with reputable sound
producers, including Grammy Award winner Mr Xiaoxing Lu,
to exchange sound production techniques and technologies.
More updates on the show’s programme will be provided
closer to the show.
Prolight + Sound Shanghai is organised by Messe Frankfurt
and Shanghai INTEX, and is a brand event of the annual
Prolight + Sound exhibition in Frankfurt, Germany.
www.prolightsound-shanghai.com

Photo courtesy of Messe Frankfurt / Prolight + Sound Shanghai
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IBC 2017:
MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT
& TECHNOLOGY

The crowd at the main entrance of RAI Amsterdam, Netherlands

IBC 2017 took place at RAI Amsterdam in Netherlands from
Sep 15-19. IBC is a professional trade fair for the media,
entertainment and technology industry, which sits at the
global crossroads, providing a full and vibrant experience for
CEOs, innovative start-ups or media superpower, etc. More
than an exhibition and conference, the programmes were
curated to delve into latest developments, technologies and
trends that are driving the industry.

innovators and policy makers in their fields and covering a
wide range of topics, the IBC2017 Conference was the place
to explore new strategies, understand business disruptors,
chart future technological progress and uncover the future
roadmap of the industry.

IBC Features & Events
IBC has developing a whole host of events and free-toattend added value features over the years, to enhance
visitor’s IBC experience. Be it industry starters through to
top C-Level executives driving the industry's agenda, the
disciplines spanned across theatres hosting demonstrations,
workshops, presentations and briefings; the future of
technology and research from leading R&D labs; and even
the odd blockbuster on show on the custom-built IBC Big
Screen!

Over 400 international speakers across five tracks, over five
days, the various Conference categories covered Content and
Production, Audiences and Advertising, Platform Futures,
Advances in Technology and Business Transformation – and
everything in between. Some of the trending topics discussed
were: TV is not going anywhere, it’s going everywhere, Fakes
news or alternative facts: Producing news content in a posttruth world, Direct to consumer: Enhancing the audience
experience through OTT, Data killed the media planner, The
new TV: Who’s really watching, UHD from lens to screen:
Who is calling the shots, Big screen keynote, Broadcast
network transformation, a sponsored session by Intel, just
to name a few.

IBC2017 Conference: Truth, Trust & Transformation
Held from Sep 14-18, the Conference presented many different
challenges facing the electronic media and entertainment
industry. Featuring some of the foremost thought-leaders,

Paper sessions included: Intelligent media interfaces –
reacting to your every gesture; Cloud and IP connected media
production; Advances in production equipment; Advances in
audio production, etc.
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Content Programmes
Part of the event highlights covered Big screen (feature),
C-Tech Forum: Cyber Security, C-Tech Forum: 5G, CE Hub
Threatre (feature), including Leaders’ Summit and Startup
Forum:
• IBC Big Screen - Auditorium
Featuring the very latest in cinema technology, the programme
for 2017 was shaped by a committee of global industry
professionals to be a critical examination of the future of
cinema now that the conversion from film to digital has been
largely completed.
• C-Tech Forum: Cyber Security
This exclusive invitation-only event on Sep 15 brought
together C-Level delegates within media and broadcasting to
have a candid conversation on: What the cyberwar means for
broadcasters, how to anticipate the next cyber threat, how
to manage a breach, and much more. This comprehensive
address tackled challenges and opportunities surrounding
cyber-security.
• C-Tech Forum: 5G
The C-Tech Forum: 5G navigated a multitude of key questions
that went beyond what 5G could do, such as how, when and
what needs to be done to make 5G a success and how 5G
will drive progress in the broadcasting industry.
• CE Hub Theatre
Conducted over two hours per session with panel discussions,
each daily programme explored consumer behaviours,
business models and technologies that drove the growth
of content engagement over connected devices. The Hub
presented visitors the latest products and services that were
shaping the development of new connected technologies;
and looking at their effect on traditional broadcast media.
Over at the showfloor at RAI Amsterdam, the trade fair
spanned across fifteen halls, and hosted more than 1,700
exhibitors with several special featured areas and events
tied into the IBC Conference. We rounded up a few exhibitor
brands to see the happenings on the showfloor:
• Cinegy supports ImmersiaTV in future zone display
ImmersiaTV, a European Horizon 2020 research and
innovation project, demonstrated at the Future Zone display
of experimental technology, on how future content could
be consumed using conventional TV sets, companion
screens/tablets, and AR/VR headsets while providing a
synchronous, coherent viewing experience across all those
platforms. Cinegy Managing Director Daniella Weigner said:
“ImmersiaTV’s aim is to develop a viable end-to-end solution
for the production and delivery of multi-device content
that will provide a consistent and truly immersive viewing
experience, and we believe they are well on their way to that
goal.”
• Aspera
A leading technology and product stack to quickly and
reliably deliver the richest content experiences to viewers
and screens around the world, Aspera experts showed how
Aspera and their partners are changing the landscape of
media creation, production and distribution and visitors got
to experience the Streaming zone and viewed the groundbreaking technology that enabled broadcast quality live
streaming over distance for remote editing and production
and more.
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Erik Huggers, CEO of Vevo

IBC represents an
important annual
industry dialogue
where the worlds
of technology and
media intersect.

Anoushka Farouk,
Marketing Manager at TSL

IBC is the
exhibition that gives
us the most exposure
in the broadcasting
industry. The
exhibition is a really
special show and is
close to everyone’s
hearts. It gets better
every year and has
got a great vibe.
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• EditShare Geevs
A technology leader in intelligent shared storage and media management solutions,
the brand demonstrated latest Geevs release along with the full lineup of EditShare
solutions. The newly updated, high-performance Geevs X10 broadcast I/O solution
is designed to seamlessly integrate with EditShare Flow media asset management,
XStream EFS scale-out shared storage and Ark archiving, Geevs completes the
EditShare end-to-end workflow with extensive tools to manage ingest, distribution
and station playout for programs as well as fast-turn for news and sports. The new
hardware includes also significant speed improvements for managing frame rates,
complex codecs and status graphic overlays.
• Mo-Sys Engineering
Mo-Sys designs and builds advanced camera robotics and high-precision camera
tracking for AR and VR for the film and broadcast industry. “Considering our
beginnings in 1997, our system’s come a long way since then,” said Michael
Geissler, CEO, Mo-Sys Engineering. “It’s still an optical system, but a very different
technical concept. Now, we’re working with low-cost reflective stickers on the
ceiling for tracking. Twenty years ago, we were working with active LEDs and
our own fluorescent optical amplifier for a sensor. I foresaw the need for camera
tracking 20 years ago, but it’s taken many incremental steps since then for it to
become such a commonly used tool for a wide range of broadcasters.”

The showfloor was
abuzz with activities
and this year’s theme
for IBC2017 Conference
touched on “Truth,
Trust & Transformation”

• sonoVTS
Munich-based sonoVTS is the provider of System Design and Integration;
Equipment Rental and Operations; Service and Consulting and distribution
of professional products. In partnership with Smart Informatics, sonoVTS
International Sales Manager Branko Pezelj gave speech at 10.15 am on his IBC
observations as well as the new products introduced at IBC by sonoVTS, including
two of the company’s latest generation of IP enabled HDQLINE multi-standard
broadcast displays, the QDP 240-A and QDP 320-A, both driven by a powerful,
high-precision video processing engine.
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PLASA 2017 SHOW RELEASED
LATEST ADDITIONS TO
SEMINAR PROGRAMME
Submitted by PL ASA
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Industry delegates
gathered at the
recent PLASA Show
at London Olympia
on Sep 17-19.

This year’s PLASA Show seminar programme both embraced
the Show’s 40-year history and continued to provide valuable
education across the most important and topical subjects in the
industry today. This latest tranche of the Show’s free-to-attend
seminar programme appealed to anyone in AV and lighting,
those wanting to refine their social media interaction, boost their
productivity with processes and apps or learn more about the
Production Managers Forum.
Seminar Programme
Two sessions addressed the AV market firmly in mind that took
place in the Audio & AV Theatre: Where does audio stand within
today’s corporate environment?, chaired by AV Magazine’s editor
Clive Couldwell; and Installations – you’ve come a long way,
baby, chaired by Paddy Baker, editor of Installation International
magazine.
The first, presented how audio has often played second fiddle
to the visual in the AV world, but how this scenario is changing,
and rapidly, as working environments are transformed. The
session shed light on the followings: How to create the best
audio experience in the workplace, what issues you should be
considering when deploying audio, how do you evaluate an
application’s audio needs and how you make sure what you’ve
specified actually works.
The Second, spoke about Installations – you’ve come a long
way, baby is in keeping with the theme of PLASA’s 40th
anniversary. The session, moderated by Paddy Baker, editor of
Installation magazine, looked at how some of the key installation
technologies have evolved over the past four decades.
Two more sessions that tied in with the 40-year theme took place
in the Lighting, Staging, Rigging theatre, both of which were
being hosted by the Association of Lighting Designers (ALD).
The first, 40 Years of Lighting Design, looked back over the
last 40 years of lighting design in the UK, considering how the
role of the lighting designer and the practice of lighting design
had changed in that time, whilst Forty years of in-house lighting
departments looked at 40 years of changes and developments
(good and bad) in in-house lighting departments at venues
across the UK.
Fast Track Theatre
Finally, the Fast Track Theatre hosted two sessions by BECTU
and moderated by Liz Hardwick, co-founder of Digital Training
and SEO company, DigiEnable – Conversations not Broadcast:
build better relationships with clients/customers on social media
and Boost your productivity with processes and apps – as well
as the Production Managers Forum.
Conversations not Broadcast: build better relationships with
clients/customers on social media recognises the role of
Social Media and its necessity as a tool within every business
marketing toolkit, but looks at how many businesses still
struggle to get past the concept of ‘push’ marketing and using
it as a broadcasting tool.
During the Production Managers Forum (PFM) Reboot Meeting,
the PFM launched its new website and gave a presentation
about the future of the organisation. After a year of discussions
and feedback from Production Managers all over the country
and further afield, new life was injected into the PMF, making it
more relevant and more useful to production mangers and their
colleagues working today, be they in house, freelance, theatre,
events, conferences or festivals.
www.plasashow.com/seminars
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WHAT A SPECTACLE
OF EXPERIENCE!
The recent Tourism Technology Asia 2017 and Pro AVL Asia 2017 took place at
Sands Expo and Convention Centre in Marina Bay Sands Singapore, from Jul 2628, and the three-day show ended on a successful note. Andrea Sim reports.

This year, the two special features of Tourism Technology Asia 2017 and Pro
AVL Asia 2017 were The Pro Arena and iExperience of Tomorrow. The first, saw
collaborations from Total Solution Marketing & Sindo Exports, Acoustic Lighting
Systems and Lighting & Sound Distribution companies. Audience were treated to
a host of seminars and programmes, and entertained live on the three stages at
the Pro Arena. Featuring genres from jazz and soft rock to classical and worship
along with the use of professional audio, visual, projections, lighting, controls and
special effects forming a spectacle of entertainment experience.
iExperience of Tomorrow
The second, which highlighted the iExperience of Tomorrow, was Asia’s first-ever
guided tour to have a good feel of what constitutes a SMART journey and where
attendees could try technologies and reflect through the eyes of an end-user at
Systems Expo 2017. Lighting Audio Visual Asia (LAVA) explored the space and we
liked the virtual trail that took us from the Reception and the Smart Hotel Guest
Room through to the Smart Meeting Room and finally, the Control Room.

1
2
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CONTROL ROOM Displays all the
happenings behind the scenes of
all the integration there is.
SMART MEETING ROOM Use the
RFID tag to experience a fully
integrated
multi-purpose
and
meeting room settings with different
scenes and smart system right at
the fingertip.
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3

RECEPTION Using RFID access card
to tailor according to individual’s needs
and preferences based on guest’s
profiles in the hotel.
SMART HOTEL GUEST ROOM From
TV, curtains, audio, to the mirror in the
toilet, hotel guests may also adjust the
lighting to match individual’s mood by
controlling the room via smartphones
just by scanning a QR code.

4

Seminar Area & Moderated Panel Discussions
Seminars and talks took place at Seminar Area where international
industry experts delivered topics across lighting, audio engineering and
visual disciplines, etc. Speakers for 2017 included: Gert Sanner, Regional
Application and Education Manager for Asia Pacific, d&b Audiotechnik;
David Croxton, KV2 Audio, Asia and North America; Daniel Choo, General
Manager School of Audio Engineering; Tom Back, Founder of Alcons
Audio and Michael Chan, Lighting Designer.
Organised by professionals, for professionals, the three-day show
for Tourism Technology Asia 2017 presented the moderated Panel
Discussions and Forums on topics such as Southeast Asian Rigging
and Safety, The Future of Events for C-suite and Managers, Hospitality
Experience and Lifestyle Platform as well as Improving Profits with Point
Source Systems.
Exhibitors’ Hall
Alongside was the exhibition by Pro AVL Asia, represented by more than
30 brands showcasing latest products from all around the world not only
to complete the live entertainment solutions but also showed many ways
camera operators can operate on on-screen visuals, gave ideas how mic
set-ups could be a viable solution for various sizes of a conference room
for business meetings, and how audio set-ups could deliver good audio
and sound intelligibility in public venues, and so much more.
Individual booth demonstrated current technologies and solutions and
exhibitors were seen having productive conversations and exchanging
information and ideas with manufacturers, lighting practitioners as well as
delegates. Delegates who attended the forums and talks by professional
speakers, participated in the Question and Answer sessions before
breaking off for refreshment breaks to explore the exhibition.
www.tourismtechnologyasia.com | http://www.proavlasia.com/
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SHOWLIGHT 2017
TAKES FLORENCE
BY STORM
Photos cour tesy of David Clarke

The recent Showlight 2017 that
took place in May, at the Palazzo dei
Congressi in Florence, Italy ended
on a successful note. The nomadic
lighting quadrennial – the tenth of its
kind – recorded over 400 international
delegates represented by 25 countries.

(L-R):
James Simpson,
Amy Mae Smith,
Marco Filibeck,
Jessica Allen
A whole host of programme of papers
and discussion panels were delivered by
27 international designers and artists to
shed light on lighting disciplines across
theatre, opera, film and television,
architecture, live events, etc. Speakers
for 2017 included Durham Marenghi,
Phil Méheux, Roger Simonsz, Mikki
Kunttu, Al Gurdon, Amy Mae-Smith,
Isabel Nielen, Jeff Ravitz and many
more. Italian lighting designers from the
host country included Marco Filibeck,
Vinicio Cheli and Aldo Visentin.
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Reception/
Registration at
Albani Hotel
Showlight is a unique networking
event, organised by professionals
for professionals, to present in an
open forum where lighting and video
designers, students, manufacturers
and delegates can explore limitless
opportunity through mingling in an
informal atmosphere, with plenty of
time to network and get to know each
other’s work.

Photo courtesy of Showlight

Trips and visits:
Opera di Firenze
Rooftop
amphitheatre
Alongside the small exhibition that
surrounded the auditorium, there was
plenty of time for socialising at company
dinners, the Gala dinner and during the
cultural visits to theatres and artisan
workshops in and around Florence – all
of which were based around the central
programme of papers delivered by
practitioners of their art. The three days
were informal, friendly, informative and
entertaining – and a much-anticipated
event in the lighting world.

Student
Participation
This
year,
Showlight
exhibitors
sponsored over 40 students, each of
whom was assigned to a manufacturer
for a duration of the event. Part of the
student remit is to help the exhibitors
set up and break down the stands.
A number were also assigned to the
Showlight film crew led by Bernie
Davis, which recorded the papers
sessions and provided on-screen
visuals to act as camera operators
and sound assistants. In return the
students had the opportunity to talk to
manufacturers, lighting practitioners,
delegates and other students and
exchange information and ideas.
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Audience Q&A
It has always been the unique format
of Showlight to distribute papers to
ensure exhibitors were able to enjoy
the speakers’ papers and participate
actively in the Question and Answer
sessions before returning to host their
stands between the papers sessions
during the leisurely refreshment breaks.
These breaks gave all participants
plenty of time to explore the exhibition,
talk to the exhibitors and discuss the
papers.

Gala Evening
Exhibitors also hosted company dinners for all delegates in
restaurants around Florence and Monday evening saw the
Gala Dinner took place in the beautiful grounds of the Serre
Torrigiani gardens. Diners were serenaded by the Siena Choir
before being led to the beautifully decorated greenhouses for
dinner.
Claypaky, Showlight’s main sponsor for 2017, hosted the
Lightpower Collection of Neal Preston Rock n Roll photography,
In the Eye of the Rock n Roll Hurricane. Proceeds from the
sale of Preston’s photography go to Behind the Scenes and
Backup, two entertainment technology foundations that
provide relief for technicians in need, for which Lightpower
Collection has raised $75,000 to date. Gallery and Exhibition
Manager, Giulia Canali, was delighted to present each charity
with a cheque for the sum of $10,000.
“We have wanted to host Showlight in Italy for many years
and we have been delighted with the result,” states Pio
Nahum, CEO of main sponsor, Claypaky. “It is an honour
to welcome so many lighting designers to our country, to
show them our famous hospitality and to spend so much
quality time with them. And I have been so impressed by the
speakers, there has been such diversity in the presentations.
Of course, everyone here is a lighting expert, but there are
always new things you can learn from each other at an event
such as this! Showlight has been a wonderful opportunity
for Claypaky to strengthen our relationships with so many
prominent people in the world of lighting.”
Showlight chairman John Allen comments: “This was my
fifth Showlight and the first as chairman. It was an honour to
chair and lead such an outstanding event and I must thank
my entire committee for all their hard work and help in the
planning and execution of yet another enjoyable celebration
of lighting for performance, art and architecture.”
The next Showlight will take place in May 2021.
www.showlight.org
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